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ABSTRACT
HARMONY, VOICE LEADING, AND MICROTONAL SYNTAX IN BEN
JOHNSTON’S STRING QUARTET NO. 5
FEBRUARY 2017
DANIEL JAMES HUEY, B. MUS., UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS URBANACHAMPAIGN
M.A. UNIVERSITY OF IOWA
Ph.D. UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Directed by: Associate Professor Brent Auerbach
This dissertation focuses on a new method for examining harmony,
identifying consonance and dissonance through differential tones, and describing
voice leading for pieces using just intonation, in particular for Ben Johnston’s
String Quartet No. 5 (1979). Johnston employs microtonality in nearly all of his
works, which contain more than the typical twelve equal-tempered pitches in the
octave. This particular quartet features a great number (over 100) of pitches
within the octave as is the case with many of his pieces up to his composition of
String Quartet No. 5. This complex tuning system for microtonality requires a
meaningful method for analyzing the novel harmonic syntax in order to model an
analysis. The purpose of this analysis is 1.) to establish a scale for measuring
consonance and dissonance in the sonorities (particularly those in the
homorhythmic sections), 2.) to illustrate and explain the mechanism of the smooth
transitions between tuning areas, and 3.) to examine the continuity among
sonorities at the phrase level.

vi

The first level of analysis considers the consonant and dissonant qualities
of the sonorities. This is measured by the resulting differential tones and is an
extension of the theories of German physicist Hermann Helmholtz. The
sonorities are then placed in context to their surrounding verticalities by observing
the superparticular ratios of the melodic voice leading. These ratios yield a
difference of one between the numerator and denominator, which signifies a
common fundamental between the pitches.
The focus of this writing is to show the levels of consonance and
dissonance at phrase endings and crucial sections in the quartet. Generally, more
stable sonorities begin and conclude sections of repose that feature the recurring
“Lonesome Valley” theme. Smooth voice leading and consonant intervals
between tuning areas provide a sense of continuity in the more turbulent
transitional sections between sections of harmonic stasis. This dissertation
examines these phrases in the form of the quartet.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION AND LITERATURE REVIEW
1.1 Introduction
Ben Johnston (born in Macon, Georgia, on March 15, 1926) is “a
composer who has made a mark on American music in the late twentieth century
not by loudly espousing a cause but by the persuasiveness of his thought and the
appeal and fascination of his music.”1 His creations primarily use a natural form
of tuning based on the overtone series, known as just intonation. His most wellknown contributions are in his string quartets. He established new notation
symbols and theories of harmony and voice leading, using non-standard pitches
beyond the twelve equally-spaced intervals of equal temperament. This
dissertation examines the harmonic vocabulary and voice leading through the use
of superparticular ratios within his String Quartet No. 5 and serves as a guide to
analysis of just intonation that uses the thirteenth partial as the highest prime
number in generating pitch material.2,3 Another term for this highest prime
number is the “limit.”4
Johnston began his studies in microtonal music while in his twenties. He
was handed a copy of Harry Partch’s (1900-1974) Genesis of a Music by a
1

Gilmore, Bob, ed. Maximum Clarity and Other Writings on Music (Urbana, IL: University of
Illinois Press, 2006), xi.
2

Superparticular refers to a ratio in which the antecedent exceeds the consequent by a value of
one.
3

A diagram of the overtone series for the pitch C2 appears in Example 1 of chapter 2 (p. 16). The
partials are the successive number of pitches presented in the series and appear above the notation
in this example.
4

This is a term used by Harry Partch, Genesis of a Music (New York: Da Capo Press, 1949.
Reprint ed., Da Capo Press, 1974).
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musicology faculty member during Johnston’s first year at the Cincinnati
Conservatory.5, 6 Partch’s book so intrigued Johnston in matters of tunings and
microtonal music that he immediately made arrangements to work under Partch in
California. For a period of six months in 1950-1951, Johnston learned about
tunings, which became a significant component of his music and have remained
so to the present.7
Johnston’s music uses microtonal tunings to address what he believed
were acute limitations of the equal-tempered system. Johnston states:
When we “divide” an interval into “equal” smaller intervals, we
seek a smaller ratio which, when multiplied by itself a given
number of times, equals the larger ratio: that is, we are extracting
roots. This “division” produces “irrational” pitch ratios which
seem dissonant or out of tune when compared to near equivalents
which are simple ratios. (This procedure is the basis of equal
temperament).8
Johnston’s concerns with tuning feature prominently throughout his
compositional oeuvre. For instance, Sonata for Microtonal Piano/Grindlemusic
(1964) employs just intonation up to the fifth prime-numbered partial, and his
Suite for Microtonal Piano (1978) tunes up to the nineteenth partial. Johnston has
experimented with various approaches to tuning in his string quartets as well.
String Quartet No. 2 (1964) and String Quartet No. 3 (1966) are limited to the
fifth partial, String Quartet No. 4 (1973) is limited to the seventh partial, String

5

Harry Partch, Genesis of a Music (New York: Da Capo Press, 1949. Reprint ed., Da Capo
Press, 1974).
6

William Duckworth, Talking Music (New York: Schirmer Books, 1995), 121.

7

Duckworth, 131-2.

Ben Johnston, “Scalar Order as a Compositional Resource,” Perspectives of New Music 2/2
(1963-4): 59.
8

2

Quartet No. 5 (1979), String Quartet No. 7 (1984), String Quartet No. 8 (1986),
and String Quartet No. 10 (1995) are limited to the thirteenth partial, String
Quartet No. 6 (1980) is limited to the eleventh partial, and String Quartet No. 9
(1987) is limited to the thirty-first partial just intonation.
Johnston’s String Quartet No. 5 is similar to other of his works (namely
his eighth through tenth string quartets), several of which address issues of tuning
when applied to technical features of common-practice tonality. This is
particularly true of his music after about 1970. Prior to 1970, Johnston was
committed to serialism in his compositions. The manner in which Johnston
incorporated microtonal tunings in String Quartet No. 5 and other of his pieces
(1970-present) entails having instruments tune to partials of the overtone series
higher than the sixth. This tuning is known as extended just intonation.
This single quartet exemplifies the use of more tuning areas than any other
of his works, except for his String Quartet No. 7.9 This piece modulates about
250 times in its 207 measures, making it an ideal work for developing a theory on
harmony and voice leading in microtonal music—particularly in analysis of
Johnston’s post-1970 music, the music of his mentor Harry Partch, Lou Harrison,
and music of the generation of microtonal composers following Johnston—for
instance James Tenney and Kyle Gann. The quartet features several tuning
changes within a single phrase whereas other of his quartets (the fourth, eighth,
ninth, and tenth) have complete phrases or periods without modulating. The
analysis in String Quartet No. 5 treats changes in tuning areas within phrases and
A detailed analysis of String Quartet No. 7 appears in Timothy Johnson, “13-limit extended just
intonation in Ben Johnston's String Quartet #7 and Toby Twining's ‘Chrysalid Requiem’,
‘Gradual/Tract’" (Doctoral diss., University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign, 2008).
9

3

shows the relations of intervals between fundamentals on a chord-by-chord basis.
String Quartet No. 5 shows the most common intervals between adjacent tuning
areas, which relate to the preferred intervals between tuning areas that govern
larger sections of his later works. String Quartet No. 5 is a manifestation of
traditional intervals of modulation in music from the common-practice period
(1650-1900) as well, where modulations most often relate by fifths and thirds,
except that the tuning changes in this quartet apply to a denser harmonic texture.
This piece also uses several instances of homophonic texture. The new
system of chordal analysis observes the levels of consonance and dissonance of
sonorities that particularly begin and end phrases. The quality of the sonorities
will be seen to indicate the nature of stability of the phrases and periods. The
more stable sonorities often accompany phrases of repose while his less stable
sonorities appear in transitional passages. Several quartets from the latter part of
his career can also benefit from this type of analysis, especially the second
movement of String Quartet No. 9.
Voice leading using superparticular ratios is likely not limited to this
piece. This quartet offers more room for analysis of small melodic intervals
between tuning areas due to the abundance of changes in fundamental pitches.
This type of analysis applies well to his other works of which the author has
investigated only some voice leading between tuning areas of String Quartet No.
9. Johnston’s use of superparticular ratios in voice leading appears in other
sections of String Quartet No. 5. These sections show smooth melodic lines
through these often small intervals. An entire analysis of these ratios is too

4

detailed and beyond the scope of this dissertation, and is limited to cadential areas
in the piece. It is the smoothness of these transitions between sections, marked
off by cadences, that is the main focus of the analysis chapter.
The analysis of String Quartet No. 5 shows the significance of formal
organization as a way for the listener to perceive time in Johnston’s music at the
macroscopic level.10 Form emerges via repeated elements in the piece. These
include 1.) material based on the “Lonesome Valley” theme, 2.) the ascending
hyper-chromatic scale (with more than twelve pitches to an octave), and 3.) a
recurring upper neighbor-note motive most often involving the eleventh partial.
The thematic sections are often the most stable with the other two recurring
elements listed as being transitional between statements of “Lonesome Valley.”
The overall form of the piece resembles a Rondo. Johnston was particularly
interested in form in his post-1970 compositions, and he used standard Classicalperiod forms (like binary and ternary) in movements in his eighth, ninth, and tenth
string quartets with modulations to tuning areas reminiscent of standard key areas
in music of the Classical period. Johnston combines these traditional elements of
key areas into String Quartet No. 5. This dissertation shows the common tuning
relations at the micro level and macro level as they play out in this quartet.
String Quartet No. 5 exemplifies the use of the eight-tone scale in tuning
areas, the use of common intervals between generating fundamental pitches, and
formal principles that Johnston developed later compositional career. This
dissertation serves as a guide in identifying tuning areas, in forming an analysis of
10

Johnston mentions perception of time on the micro level (vibrations of pitch) and macro level
(form) in Ben Johnston, “Rational Structure in Music,” American Society of University Composers
Proceedings 11/12 (1976-1977): 102-118.

5

consonance and dissonance of sonorities, in analyzing smooth voice leading in
cadential areas, and in understanding the large form structure and standard
intervals between pitches within sections of this piece.
1.2 Literature Review
The number of books and articles on Ben Johnston’s music has been
increasing, though research in this area is still sparse. Current research focuses on
explicating his tuning systems; analyzing his form, harmony, and voice leading;
and interpreting his notation symbols. Many analyses of Johnston’s music focus
on the palette of pitches and how to identify chords and sections of the music
tuned to the same fundamental.11 While labeling and identification are necessary
in understanding how the novel tunings are used, they are only a primer in
understanding the composition. Another shortfall in the literature on Johnston’s
music is that as authors focus on the large-scale form, they provide little insight
on the elements of tuning, voice leading, and harmonic syntax.12 This dissertation
combines many of the important aspects of identifying tuning areas, but moves
further in providing an explanation of connections of musical sonorities at the
phrase level.
This literature review covers four basic categories of writings on justmicrotonal tunings in particular and on Johnston’s music in general. The first
category deals with historical theories of tunings. The second covers theoretic
One example is Fonville’s analyses in “Ben Johnston’s Extended Just Intonation: A Guide for
Interpreters.”
11

Shinn, Randall, “Ben Johnston’s Fourth String Quartet,” Perspectives of New Music 15/2
(Spring-Summer 1977): 145-73. Steven Elster, “A Harmonic and Serial Analysis of Ben
Johnston’s String Quartet No. 6,” Perspectives of New Music 29/2 (Summer 1991): 138-65.
Both articles provide thorough analyses of String Quartet No. 4 and String Quartet No. 6. These
analyses are lacking in analysis concerning chord connections though.
12

6

approaches in analyzing Johnston’s music. The third concerns harmonic
properties of sonorities. The fourth links harmonies in context with voice leading.
Microtonality has a history that predates equal temperament. Some of the
earliest known writings and practices on these tunings date back to the ancient
Greeks, who expressed intervals between pitches in whole-numbered ratios in
which the numbers represented partials of the overtone series. These ratios are
discussed in greater detail in the methodology chapter where the overtone series
and its partials appear in Example 6 on p. 23. According to Catherine Nolan,
“Explaining musical intervals through ratios and combinations of ratios became
the defining feature of the Pythagorean tradition of inquiry in music theory and
acoustical science.”13 The Pythagoreans were particularly interested in string
lengths and their relations to each other mathematically using relations of pitch
frequencies in ratios involving 4, 3, 2, and 1 as the consonances.14 The
measurement of intervals with ratios has been preserved through over twenty
centuries. The models and calculations used in this dissertation measure pitches
and intervals by using ratios in the same sense as the Greeks.
Microtonal composers and theorists of the sixteenth century continued to
use numbers “to govern the assessment of frequency ratios.”15 Giovanni Battista
Benedetti (1530-1590), a physicist, proposed that “consonance. . . was heard
when air waves produced by different notes concurred or recurred frequently in

13

Catherine Nolan as cited by Thomas Christensen, ed., The Cambridge History of Western Music
Theory (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2002), 274.
14

ibid., 273.

15

ibid., 278.
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agreement; dissonance, when they recurred infrequently or broke in on one
another.”16 Nicola Vicentino (1511-c. 1576) devised a scale of 31 pitches to the
octave and divided the 21.5-cent comma between the just-tuned major third (5:4)
and the major third resulting from four Pythagorean fifths (81:64) into equal parts.
The resulting system of tuning is the quarter-comma mean tone tuning.17
About two millennia following the Greeks, Georg Vogler found the
acoustic properties that would later apply to Johnston’s eight-tone scale. Vogler’s
eight strings in compound, ascending numerical ratios derive directly from the
fourth octave of the overtone series. His instrument, the Tonmaass, consisted of
“[f]ixed bridges, placed on the rectangular body of the instrument beneath each
string, mark[ing] their division into 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, and 16 parts
respectively.”18 Vogler stated that a major-sounding harmony occurred when all
nine strings were struck at the same time.19 The strings, in ascending order,
produce his “natural scale” as shown in Example 1.20

Drake Stillman, “Renaissance Music and Experimental Sciences,” Journal of the History of
Ideas 31/4 (October-December 1970): 493.
16

Jonathan Wild, “Genera, Species and Mode in Vicentino’s 31-tone Compositional Theory,”
Music Theory Online 20/2 (June 2014): 2.
17

18

Vogler, as cited by Floyd K. Grave and Margaret G. Grave, In Praise of Harmony: The
Teachings of Abbé Georg Joseph Vogler (Lincoln, NE: University of Nebraska Press, 1987), 18.
19

ibid., 19.

20

This figure uses fractions instead of ratios, and the larger number appears to the right of the
slash as opposed to on the left as presented in this dissertation.

8

Example 1. The natural scale from Vogler’s Tonmaass.21

The fourth and seventh pitches (B and E-flat) are in parentheses. This is due to
the fact that these pitches are exceptionally modified from the equal-tempered
pitches. “The fourth degree is too high, the natural sixth and sevenths too low.”22
This is precisely what we find in Johnston’s eight-tone scale, which is an exact
duplicate of the ratios from the string lengths of the Tonmaass. Example 2 is
similar to Example 1, but it shows the eight-tone scale using Johnston’s notation
with the ratios below the pitches in relation to the fundamental (F in this case) and
the distances in cents above F4 written below the ratios (here F is 1:1). 23 The
cent values are rounded to the nearest whole number in this example. The up
arrow from Bb- in this example reflects the eleventh partial, the 13 above the Dbrepresents the thirteenth partial, and the flag on the stem of the flat symbol for Eb
is the seventh partial.

1:1
0

9:8
204

5:4
386

11:8
551

3:2
702

13:8
840

7:4
969

Example 2. Ben Johnston’s eight-tone scale tuned to F.

21

Vogler, 20.

22

ibid., 20.

23

A cent is 1:100 of an equal-tempered half step.

9

15:8
1088

2:1
1200

Another musician who was interested in the relations of multiple string lengths in
these ratios was Harry Partch. He also tuned several objects (strings, wood
blocks, glass, etc.) to ratios of just intonation. Partch (1901-1974) had a similar
observation in his book Genesis of a Music with regard to the ratios 8:9:10:11 in
his own creation—the diamond marimba. He called this collection of the
overtone series “otonal.” Partch went further and stated that the inverted series,
what he calls the “utonal”24 tuning, also on the diamond marimba, sounded a
minor sonority. The assortment of blocks on the diamond marimba with their
ratios appears in Example 3, below. The otonal sonorities are represented by
diagonal block patterns with a positive slope, and the utonal sonorities with a
negative slope.

Example 3. Harry Partch’s block plan for the diamond marimba with the
fractions showing tuning pitches above the fundamental G.25
24
25

Harry Partch, Genesis of a Music (New York: Da Capo Press, 1974), 72, 75.
ibid., 261.
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This dissertation observes more than just the major or minor quality of these
sonorities but identifies the properties of differential tones as well.
Several theorists have discussed analytic methods for Johnston’s music by
identifying tuning areas and by applying serial, rhythmic, and form analysis. Von
Gunden 1986 was the “first monograph devoted to his music.”26, 27 The book is
both a biography and a survey of Johnston’s work up to the book’s publication.
Von Gunden presents short analyses of pieces while highlighting the theories that
Johnston was using at given points in his life—such as serialism in the 1960s and
scalar construction in his music throughout his career. In regard to String Quartet
No. 5, von Gunden discusses the variety of pentatonic scales used at certain
junctures of the piece and in how they affect the mood. This dissertation expands
on these scales by classifying them into different species based on the melodic
intervals between the pitches and the use of the Pythagorean fifth (expressed as
the ratio 3:2) as an interval used between certain scale degrees. It also shows the
scales in the transitional sections too, something that is lacking in von Gunden’s
book. In discussing use of modulation between tuning areas, she states that
“Partch never used modulations, and Johnston was anxious to discover what
effects modulation would have in extended just intonation.”28 Her analysis of this
only entails a few spots in the music. This dissertation reflects this claim by

26

Heidi von Gunden, The Music of Ben Johnston (Metuchen, NJ: The Scarecrow Press, Inc.,
1986).
27

Bob Gilmore, ed., Maximum Clarity and Other Writings on Music (Urbana, IL: University of
Illinois Press, 2006), xxxv.
28

von Gunden, 161.
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showing the effects of certain modulations in the context of surrounding tuning
areas through voice leading, the relations of the fundamental pitches, and an
inventory of the different types of intervals used between tuning areas. Von
Gunden’s work is further ground-breaking in that it investigates proportionality of
intervallic relations with superimposed tempos and metric modulations. This is a
topic that Randall Shinn discusses in his analysis of String Quartet No. 4.
Shinn’s article is one of the earliest analyses on an entire quartet by
Johnston.29 Shinn talks about the proportionality of the pitches, expressed as
fractions, of the scales in each variation, then in relation to the rhythmic material
between the instruments (be it the division of the beats or the superimposed
meters of each part) and the changing meters in successive measures.30 Shinn
further explores the different types of scales, from five tones to twenty-two tones,
used throughout String Quartet No. 4 for each variation. My research looks at the
properties of the pentatonic scales used in the thematic sections.
Steven Elster’s article on String Quartet No. 6 is another significant work
devoted entirely to one of Johnston’s string quartets.31 Elster’s analysis regards
the serial orderings of the piece, but he describes the use of tertian eleventh
chords derived from the same 8-tone scale formula used in String Quartet No. 5 in
constructing the two hexachords in the twelve-tone row. Elster establishes a

Randall Shinn, “Ben Johnston’s String Quartet No. 4,” Perspectives of New Music 15/2 (SpringSummer 1977): 145-173.
29

30

Further discussion of perception of rhythmic events in stratified layers can be found in David
Lewin’s chapter “Some Investigations into Foreground Rhythmic and Metric Patterning” in
Richmond Browne, Music Theory: Special Topics (New York: Academic Press, 1981), 103-104.
Steven Elster, “A Harmonic and Serial Analysis of Ben Johnston’s String Quartet No. 6,”
Perspectives of New Music 29/2 (Summer 1991), 138-165.
31
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theory on common tones and consonant intervals between the two hexachords of
each row by connecting the last pitch of the first hexachord with the first pitch of
the second hexachord. This dissertation shows the importance of common tones
between pitches of two tuning areas, and it highlights consonant intervals between
the fundamental pitches of the tuning areas as a means of producing a sense of
continuity. This can be seen as an extension of Elster’s theories between
hexachords and row forms. The difference is that Elster observed the intervals
between the notes ending and beginning hexachords and between the fundamental
pitches to which each hexachord was tuned, whereas this dissertation concerns the
voice leading between the tuning areas.
Johnston himself has written extensively on his own theories. These
writings serve as an important guideline to this research in identifying tuning
areas, deriving scales, and in understanding the philosophies underlying his
compositional style. Johnston’s early writings concern his scales through the use
of lattices.32 These articles primarily discuss tunings in five-limit just intonation
and extensions that show how the seventh and eleventh partials chromatically
inflect a pitch.33, 34 Johnston 2006 explains further prime-numbered partials up to
the thirty-first more.35 This article is particularly important in understanding the

32

The lattices in these articles are limited to five-limit tuning. They appear like a tonnetz in NeoRiemannian models except that the pitches refer solely to pitches and the fifths appear in columns
and major thirds are in rows.
Ben Johnston, “Scalar Order as a Compositional Resource,” Perspectives of New Music 2/2
(Spring-Summer 1964): 56-76.
33

Ben Johnston, “Tonality Regained,” American Society of University Composers Proceedings 6
(New York: Department of Music, Columbia University, 1971), 113-119.
34
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implications of the eleventh partial as they apply in several capacities to String
Quartet No. 5, which he also discusses in this article. Johnston states that the
eleventh partial is ambivalent as to whether the 3rd that falls between D- and F↑,
using his example, sounds minor or major. The eleventh partial raises or lowers a
pitch by fifty-three cents (slightly more than a quarter tone at 50 cents). He
specifically mentions that the sub-eleventh partial appears in the opening eight
measures in the first violin part, noting that “the aim was not to create a neutral
triadic harmony but to present thirds that defy identification as major or minor.”36
Johnston also states his preference in defining the thirteenth partial as the highest
prime-numbered partial in use. The fifth octave (the 16th-32nd partials of the
overtone series) is “not easy to tune by ear harmonically.”37 Additionally, they
closely resemble other intervals used in the first four octaves of the overtone
series. The seventeenth is close to the minor 2nd, and the ninteenth is nearly a
minor 3rd. Johnston does use the 16th-32nd partials in an ascending and
descending scale in the fourth movement of String Quartet No. 9.
John Fonville has specified the most effective means of locating pitches
tuned to a common fundamental pitch to date. His 1991 article is a good
introduction for deriving tunings and harmonies using Johnston’s extended just
intonation tunings.38 He explains how to derive the upper partials (especially the

Ben Johnston, “A Notation System for Extended Just Intonation” as cited by Bob Gilmore, ed.,
Maximum Clarity and Other Writings on Music (Urbana, IL: University of Illinois Press, 2006),
77-88.
35

36

ibid., 83-84.

37

ibid., 85.
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seventh, eleventh, and thirteenth) from a given fundamental in both the otonal and
utonal directions. These derivations help analysts to understand the precise
placement of these upper partials to simpler pitches in their proximity. For
example, when C is the fundamental, the seventh partial is nearest to the B-flat
(9:5), and is the ratio 36:35 flat of 9:5 (or thirty-one cents). He then describes the
placement of the 17th, 19th, 23rd, 29th, and 31st partials in relation to the pitches of
a just-tuned chromatic scale before doing some short analyses of Johnston’s 5th,
6th, 7th, and 9th string quartets.
Fonville analyzes the harmonic vocabulary in Johnston’s music including
String Quartet No. 5. Fonville approaches his harmonic analyses of String
Quartet No. 5 and String Quartet No. 9 as follows. Example 4 shows Fonville’s
annotated score with the chords labeled with letters above the system to
correspond to the harmonic transformations in the graph that immediately
follows. First, he identifies the fundamental pitch and determines whether the
collection is otonal or utonal. By contrast the only chordal analysis that Fonville
does is brief and does not place the chords or tuning areas in much context, as this
thesis does.

John Fonville, “Ben Johnston’s Extended Just Intonation: A Guide for Interpreters,”
Perspectives of New Music 29/2 (1991): 106-137.
38
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Example 4. Harmonic transformations in String Quartet No. 9, movement 3, mm.
9-10 from Fonville’s article.39

Fonville discusses the qualities of the chords and how the altered chroma imply a
different harmony later in his writing. These altered pitches allow for a greater
variety of chord qualities in his harmonic vocabulary.
39

ibid, 133.
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The variety of coloration achieved through the different tuning options
posed by Fonville describes Johnston’s harmonic vocabulary. This dissertation
analyzes Johnston’s work also by establishing a model for not just describing, but
rating consonances and dissonances among the sonorities.
The method used in ranking the level of dissonance is based on the
resulting differential tones, proposed by the German physicist Hermann von
Helmholtz (1821-1894). His observations of differential tones show the resulting
pitches that occur when multiple vibrating frequencies are sounded
simultaneously. He instructs listeners in hearing these tones:
Choose two tones which can be held with great force for some
time, and form a justly intoned harmonic interval. First sound the
low tone and then the high one. On properly directing attention, a
weaker low tone will be heard at the moment that the higher note is
struck; this is the required combinational tone.40
Douglas Leedy uses the argument of differential tones to prove the consonance of
an interval or sonority. He states that
The physical disturbance to chordal structures caused by deviations
from just tuning are of two kinds: first, beats,. . . The second kind
of disturbances is of difference tones, lower in pitch than (or
sometimes in the middle of) the mistuned intervals, that disagree
with actual chordal pitches and thus muddy, confuse and otherwise
interfere with the intended chordal sonority.41
While Leedy is addressing the superiority of just intonation above equaltemperament and Pythagorean tuning in this section, he does bring up a point that
differential tones reflect the harmoniousness of a sonority’s quality. Likewise, a
40

Hermann von Helmholtz, On the Sensations of Tone as a Physiological Basis for the Theory of
Music (Braunschweig: Verlag von Fr. Vieweg und Sohn, 1863; reprint, New York: Dover
Publications, Inc., 1954), 153.
Douglas Leedy, “The Persistence of Just Intonation in Western Musical Practice,” 1/1 The
Journal of the Just Intonation Network 11/4 (Winter 2005): 16-17.
41
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collection of pitches that render a verticality dissonant result in disagreeable
differential tones even if the collection is entirely just-tuned to the same
fundamental. This concept, termed “utonal” by Harry Partch, produces qualities
that sound minor too.42 John Fonville briefly states the preference of otonal
(major-sounding) collections above utonal (minor-sounding) ones. He owes this
to differential tones by saying:
a utonal harmonic structure does sound like the inversion of the
otonal structure, but the sonority is not as rich or stable as that of
the otonal. This fact might have to do with difference tones, since
all of the difference tones produced by the otonal chord reinforce
the fundamental (1/1).43
Helmholtz’s work discusses the sonic resonance of lower-sounding
partials created by multiple vibrating bodies. Generally the smaller the difference
is between the two pitches that make the ratio, the more closely-related to a
common fundamental tone and consonant the tuning relation. His examples
(found in the methodology chapter) show that the most acoustically consonant
intervals such as 3:2, 4:3, 5:4, 6:5, etc. produce a simple difference of one, the
first and fundamental partial, between the whole numbers used to express the justtuned intervals. Other intervals, such as the minor 6th at 8:5 which produces the
third partial, the minor 7th from 16:9 (C to Bb-) which produces the seventh
partial, and the major seventh at 15:8 (C to B) which also yields a differential tone
of seven, are not as closely related. This concept of differential tones proves
beneficial in determining the stability of sonorities through the resulting

42

Harry Partch, Genesis of a Music, 2nd ed. (New York: Da Capo Press, 1974), 75.

John Fonville, “Harmonic Resources of Extended Just Intonation,” 1/1 The Journal of the Just
Intonation Network 7/2 (December 1991): 5.
43
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differential tones of the sonority’s collection of pitches.44 Helmholtz places some
ratios on a table and then shows the musical notation for them as seen in Example
5 below. Helmholtz places some ratios on a table and then shows the musical
notation for them as seen in the example. Here the generating tones are half notes
while the resulting differential tones are quarter notes that appear on the lower
staff. The ratios from the second column from the left represent the relation of
pitches of the overtone series for the interval name in the left column. The term
“combinational tone” seen at the top in the far right column refers to differential
tones here.45

44

Helmholtz also uses summation tones, which result from the sum of the whole numbers used to
express the intervals of two or more generating tones. The work presented in this thesis does not
include these tones. Helmholtz is not fully convinced of these summation tones, but he and Ben
Johnston are convinced of the presence of differential tones.
45

Combinational tones entail tones generated by two or more pitches. Helmholtz refers to two
types of such tones. One type is the differential tone, while the other type is the summation tone,
which are not considered in this example or this dissertation.
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Example 5. Differential tones from selected intervals in Helmholtz’s On the
Sensation of Tone.46

The primary function of differential tones in this dissertation is to measure
a sonority’s consonance and dissonance in context of the cadences that end major
sections of the work. This is a primary tool for the form analysis of String
Quartet No. 5, while voice leading and the connection of sonorities is the concern
of analysis at a smaller level.
An important element of analysis that is lacking in writings on Johnston is
phrase structure and connections of chords. Tim Johnson does more than any
author in putting sonorities in context.47 Johnson provides the most in-depth

46

Helmholtz, 154.

Timothy Johnson, “13-limit extended just intonation in Ben Johnston's String Quartet #7 and
Toby Twining's "Chrysalid Requiem", "Gradual/Tract" (Doctoral diss., University of Illinois
Urbana-Champaign, 2008).
47
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analysis of voice leading in Johnston’s work, here centered primarily around
String Quartet No. 7. He addresses the voice leading between chords by showing
the interval between melodic notes in each part. He writes “common” simply for
notes that sustain between sonorities. The main difference between Tim
Johnson’s analyses and the one presented in this thesis is the observation of
superparticular ratios. Johnson does mention a preference for simple melodic
intervals to emulate the “free style” writing. “ ‘Free’ [is used] in the sense that the
fundamental shifts freely, without restriction, relative to the limits imposed by the
lattice.”48 This dissertation goes further to show the use of melodic
superparticular ratios as a means of stable voice leading, which are examples of
small and simple intervals. Additionally, a superparticular ratio entails both
pitches sharing a common fundamental. Even though all of the melodic intervals
involved in movement between two chords may not result in the same
fundamental, the melodic “free style” writing is shown between voice-leading
models.

48

ibid, 28.
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CHAPTER 2
METHODOLOGY
The symbols and accidentals used in Ben Johnston’s works are uniquely
designed by the composer, thus knowledge of his tuning and scale conventions is
necessary for analysis of his music. This section serves as a primer to
understanding the derivations of the eight-tone scale used by Johnston. In
addition it offers instructions on calculating intervals using the whole-numbered
ratios and in identifying the tuning areas from a given collection of pitches from
the score. An introduction to the analytical techniques follow. These include
measuring the levels of consonance and dissonance in order to calculate the
differential tones from a sonority observing the use of superparticular ratios in the
voice leading between sonorities, and gauging the consonant relation of intervals
between tuning areas.
Johnston’s quartets are entirely microtonal. “Microtonal” refers to pitches
that fall between the twelve pitches per octave in equal temperament. Johnston
learned two of the nonequal-tempered tunings from Partch—Pythagorean and just
intonation. Pythagorean tuning is predicated upon twelve successively stacked
fifths. The perfect fifth in Pythagorean tuning (and also in just tuning) is equal to
702 cents—two cents sharp of the equal-tempered fifth at 700 cents. The
shortened fifth in equal-tempered tuning shortens the two-cent discrepancy to
avoid the twenty-four-cent Pythagorean comma that results in the difference of
twelve successively-tuned Pythagorean fifths and seven octaves. Just intonation
takes the whole-number partials from the overtone series and places them in
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fractions that represent intervals. Assigning a ratio to represent an interval
requires locating an interval’s first occurrence in the overtone series (see Example
6 below) and placing the partial numbers above the respective notes. In the
example, the first occurrence of the major 3rd is found between C4 (middle C, the
fourth pitch of the series) and E4 two octaves above the initial pitch, the
fundamental C2. C and E are the fourth and fifth partials respectively. The larger
number representing the partial of the upper pitch must appear first in the ratio
and the lower number second. The result is expressed as an improper ratio (where
the antecedent is larger than the consequent) and by definition must be greater
than or equal to one and less than or equal to two so that the ratio is placed within
one octave (for the distance between 2:1 and 1:1 is an octave). Since the
antecedent must be the larger of the two numbers, the resulting ratio for the justtuned major third is 5:4. Using the same procedures with C2 as the fundamental
pitch, we find that the perfect 4th (G3 to C4) is expressed as 4:3, the minor sixth
(E4 to C5) as 8:5, and so on.
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Example 6. The overtone series tuned to C.
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13 14
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The intervals of the overtone series generate the undertone series when inverted
around the fundamental pitch.49 In the undertone series the just-major third (5:4)
from C to E becomes C to Ab (a major third below C) when C is the fundamental
pitch and the axis around which the interval and the undertone series is inverted.
The ratio used to express the interval between Ab and the C below it is 8:5. In the
same way, the minor 6th between C (8th partial of the overtone series) and E (5th
partial) is 8:5. This ratio is the reciprocal of 5:4 when expressed as a ratio greater
than or equal to 1:1 and less than or equal to 2:1. Johnston, following Harry
Partch, depicts pitches derived from the undertone series as “utonal” while those
relating to the overtone series are termed “otonal.”50
The just-tuned major and minor scales are derived through the process of
identifying intervals as mentioned above, and each interval is based on the
particular scale degree’s relation to the tonic. For example, the intervals between
each scale degree and the tonic in the major scale are as follows: 1:1, 9:8, 5:4,
4:3, 3:2, 5:3, 15:8, and 2:1.
The intervals of the just-tuned major scale differ slightly in size and cent
value from those of the equal-tempered scale. The only pitch between the equaltempered major scale and the just-tuned major scale that maintains cent value is
the octave. For instance, the just-tuned perfect 5th (702 cents) is two cents sharp
of the equal-tempered perfect 5th (700 cents), and the just-tuned major 3rd (386
cents) is fourteen cents flat of the equal-tempered major 3rd (400 cents). When

49

The undertone series is a theoretical concept applied to the inverted overtone series. Research
overwhelmingly denies the existence of undertones.
50

Harry Parch, Genesis of a Music (New York: Da Capo Press, 1974), 72, 75.
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the two scales are compared, then, the cent-value difference between equaltempered and just-tuned scales is more audible with some of the scale degrees
(such as the major 3rd) than with others: a fourteen-cent difference (between
major 3rds) is larger and more audible than the two-cent differences between the
Pythagorean fifth and the equal-tempered perfect 5th.
The just-tuned major scale consists entirely of ratios whose numerators are
divisible by the prime numbers two, three, and five based on just-tuned scales,
and Harry Partch refers to the highest prime factor used in a composition as the
“limit.”51 In the case of the just-tuned major scale, five is the highest prime factor
in Partch’s terms. Therefore the just-tuned scale is defined as a five-limit scale.
Extended just intonation involves the pitches from the five-limit tuning in
addition to prime-numbered partials above the fifth. A new notation is needed in
order to accommodate the greater number of pitches in extended just intonation.
The only notational additions Johnston incorporates in five-limit tuning are the
plus sign (in the case of a pitch raised by a comma) and the minus sign (to
indicate lowering a pitch by a comma). The comma in just intonation, however,
is different from the comma in Pythagorean tuning. The Pythagorean comma is
twenty-four cents, whereas the comma resulting from just-tuning is only twentytwo cents. The just-tuned comma is based on the difference between the interval
D (9:8) and A (5:3) and the Pythagorean fifth. Notationally the pitches appear to
be a 5th apart, but the difference of their ratio is 40:27 instead of 3:2, as would be
the case in Pythagorean tuning. The difference between 3:2 and 40:27 is 81:80.
This fraction is equal to the twenty-two-cent comma used to tune the 5ths
51

Partch, 109.
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between D and A, and B and F#. For Johnston the just-tuned fifth above D is
notated as A+ and the fifth tuned below A is notated as D-. The fifth tuned above
B is F#+ and the fifth tuned below F# is B-.52
This dissertation has, to this point, only mentioned five-limit just tuning.
Johnston began to incorporate extended just intonation into his music after 1970.53
His work before 1970 focused primarily on five-limit just intonation, and that was
mostly serial. In his String Quartet No. 9 (1987), however, he used thirty-onelimit extended just intonation. In his String Quartet No. 5 he used only thirteenlimit just intonation, which generates the prime-number partials 7, 11, and 13.
Inclusion of partials up to the thirteen-limit adds new pitches and/or alters
the pitches that belong to the just-tuned major scale based on the five-limit. The
eleventh partial, for instance, alters a just minor 6th above the fundamental by
raising it twenty-seven cents (the 13th partial represents a pitch lower than a justtuned major 6th from the just-tuned major scale), the eleventh partial is a
compound 4th above the fundamental and is therefore compared to the 4:3 ratio
(4th scale degree) by raising it fifth-three cents, and the 7th partial adds a minor 7th
to the scale being lowered by forty-nine cents. The alterations of thirteen-limit
just intonation made by these upper partials, when compared to the replaced scale
degrees of their corresponding five-limit intervals, are larger and more audible
than the comparisons made between the five-limit scale and the equal-tempered
scale. These alterations are a manifestation of the changes brought about by
As stated here, the + and – signs raise and lower a pitch by 22 cents and should not be confused
with major and minor qualities as is the case in Neo-Riemannian theory.
52

Ben Johnston, “Extended Just Intonation: A Proposition Paper,” Perspectives of New Music 25
(1987): 517.
53
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extended just intonation. Consider the case of the minor 7th. Since the fraction
7:4 (extended just intonation) is less than 9:5 (5-limit just intonation), the 7th
partial narrows the five-limit just minor 7th by the difference between 9:5 and 7:4.
To find this difference it is necessary to multiply 9:5 by the reciprocal (or
inversion) of 7:4 (the lesser). The resulting fraction is 9:5 * 4:7=36:35. 7:4, then,
lowers 9:5 by the ratio 36:35. In Johnston’s system the 7th partial is notated as
“7” for the otonal (Partch’s term for overtone derivation) and its mirror image “L”
for the utonal (Partch’s term for undertone derivation) versions of the pitch.
Since the 7th partial alters the 9:5 interval above the fundamental, that note
has the altered 7th-partial symbol (or accidental) altering it including the addition
of a comma applied between any G to F, D to C, and B to A. Therefore a 7th
otonal partial tuned to D is C7+, Db- is C7b, etc. Tuning the 7th partial below a
fundamental, the 7th utonal partial, requires finding the pitch 8:7 in relation to the
fundamental (the reciprocal of 7:4 falling between 1:1 and 2:1). A similar process
to finding 7:4 above a given fundamental is used by going down a minor 7th
(resulting in what appears to be the small major 2nd at 10:9) and adding the “sub7th” partial symbol “L.” The lowering of a comma must be included between any
F to G, C to D, and A to B. Thus the 7th utonal partial tuned to C is DL-, Ab+ is
BLb, etc.
The 11th partial, expressed as 11:8, is larger than its closest five-limit ratio
of 4:3. The difference between 11:8 and 4:3 is 11:8 * 3:4=33:32. The 11th partial
raises the Pythagorean 4th by 33:32. The 11th partial is notated as “↑” for the
otonal and “↓” for the utonal versions of the pitch. The lowering of a comma
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applies to any interval between F and B in addition to any fourth between A and
D. The 11th otonal partial tuned to F is B↑b-, A+ is D↑, etc. Tuning the 11th
utonal partial below a fundamental (the interval 16:11) requires the addition of a
comma between any B and F as well as D and A. The sub-11th partial tuned
below Bb is F↓+, D#- is A↓#, etc.
The highest prime-numbered partial Johnston uses in String Quartet No. 5
is the 13th. The 13th partial (13:8) is larger than its corresponding five-limit
interval 8:5 by 13:8 * 8:5=65:64. The 13th partial is notated as “3” for the otonal
and “t” for the utonal versions of the pitch.54 The 13th partial alters a minor 6th
(8:5), so the minor 6th above the fundamental would include the “3” symbol, and
the addition of a lowered comma would appear between any F and D. A 13th
partial tuned above F# is D3-, F+ is D3b, etc. The 13th utonal partial tuned below
a given fundamental entails finding the minor 6th below and applying the symbol
“t.” The resulting ratio measured against the fundamental is 16:13. The addition
of a raised comma occurs between any D and F. Thus a utonal 13th partial tuned
to Db- is Ft, D+ is Ft#++, etc.55
Johnston constructed an eight-pitch scale for String Quartet No. 5 using
the upper partials and replacing the corresponding ratios of five-limit just
These are the symbols used by Timothy Johnson, “13-limit extended just intonation in Ben
Johnston's String Quartet #7 and Toby Twining's ‘Chrysalid Requiem’, ‘Gradual/Tract’"
(Doctoral diss., University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign, 2008). These will be the symbols used
in the body of the text in this dissertation too, though the notation will feature the full numerical
13.
54

55

One could also use the 5-limit lattice in determining these relations. This entails tuning
Pythagorean 5ths in columns and just major 3rds in rows adding commas according to the
appropriate direction in 5ths between D and A as well as B and F and any 3rds between D and F.
To find the minor 7th (9:5) go from the selected fundamental and go up on the lattice two squares
and then to the left one square. To find the Perfect 4 th (4:3) go from the selected fundamental
pitch and go down one square. To find the minor 6 th (8:5) go from the selected fundamental and
go left one square on the lattice.
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intonation with the new extended just-intonation ratios. The resulting scale has
five pitches derived from the five-limit just major scale and three pitches from the
upper partials of extended just intonation including the 7th (which creates an extra
pitch in the scale, the 7th partial’s alteration of the minor 7th), the 11th (to replace
the 4:3 ratio of the just-major scale), and the 13th (to replace the 8:5 fraction
resembling a minor 6th). The scale that appears in Example 7 captures these
added pitches with the cent values below each scale degree, and is used
exclusively throughout String Quartet No. 5 in its otonal and utonal forms. The
utonal scale is written in descending order to show the symmetrical pairing of the
ratios and the cent values compared to the otonal scale. The notation uses
Johnston’s symbols. The accidental symbols affect only the pitch they
immediately precede in this and all examples. The accidentals are also taken into
consideration in the text. The only symbol that appears different from the
notation is the number 3 representing the 13th partial or “t” for the 13th utonal
partial. These are the symbols used by Tim Johnson in his text.56

Timothy Johnson, “13-limit extended just intonation in Ben Johnston's String Quartet #7 and
Toby Twining's ‘Chrysalid Requiem’, ‘Gradual/Tract’" (Doctoral diss., University of Illinois
Urbana-Champaign, 2008).
56
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C otonal scale

Pitch:
Ratio:
Cents:

C
1:1
0

Difference:

D
9:8
204

204

E
F↑
5:4 11:8
386 551

182

165

151

G A3b B7b
3:2 13:8 7:4
702 841 969
139

128

B
C
15:8 2:1
1,088 1,200

119

112

C utonal scale

Pitch:
Ratio:
Cents:

C
Bb2:1 16:9
1,200 996

Difference:

204

182

Ab
G↓
8:5 16:11
814
649
165

151

F
4:3
498

Et
DL16:13 8:7
359 231

139

128

Db16:15
112

119

C
1:1
0

112

Example 7. The 8-pitch scale built on C in its otonal and utonal forms with cent
values below each pitch.
This dissertation refers to these pitches as “tuning areas,” or “harmonic
areas” as Tim Johnson calls them.57 The analysis concerns identification and
motion between these collections. Identifying tuning areas from the score
reverses the process used in finding the pitches from a given fundamental. Often
the easiest way to identify the fundamental is to look for one of the numerical
accidentals since they are unique to their tuning area’s collection. For the 7th
otonal partial, go down a minor 7th from the pitch and remove the numerical
accidental symbol. The addition of a lowered comma is necessary when going
from C down to D, F to G, and A to B. Therefore the fundamental pitch in which
57

Ibid.
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C7 belongs is D- otonal, C7#+ belongs to D# otonal, E7b belongs to F otonal, etc.
For the utonal 7th partial, go up a minor 7th and remove the upside-down number
“L.” Add a raised comma between any G and F, D and C, and B and A. Hence,
CL belongs to Bb utonal, GL# belongs to F#+ utonal, BL- belongs to A utonal,
etc. For the 11th otonal partial, go down a Pythagorean 4th (4:3) and remove the
arrow symbol. Add a raised comma for any 4th between any B and F as well as
any A and D. B↑b- belongs to F otonal, B↑+ belongs to F#++ otonal, G↑#belongs to D#- otonal, G↑ belongs to D otonal, etc. For the 11th utonal partial, go
up a Pythagorean 4th and remove the down arrow. Add a lowered comma to any
4th between F and B and any A and D. F↓ belongs to Bb- utonal, C↓ belongs to G
utonal, A↓+ belongs to D utonal, etc. For the 13th otonal partial, go down a minor
6th and remove the numbered accidental. Add a raised comma only between any
D and F. A3b- belongs to C- otonal, D3b- belongs to F otonal, D3 belongs to F#+
otonal, etc. To determine the fundamental pitch for the utonal 13th partial, go up a
minor 6th and drop the numeric accidental. Add a lowered comma between any F
and D. Et belongs to C utonal, Gt#+ belongs to E+ utonal, Ft# belongs to Dutonal, Ft+ belongs to Db utonal, etc.
Example 8, from String Quartet No. 5, presents clearly visible accidentals
in a chordal context with a violin embellishment. The C↑- in the cello on the
downbeat of m. 108 is one pitch with a numerical value that aids in recognizing
the fundamental pitch. The upward arrow indicates an otonal tuning area. Finding
the tuning area requires going down a Pythagorean 4th, which results in G- otonal.
The G- otonal scale appears at the top of Example 8. The F↑- on beat 3 of the
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first violin is a Pythagorean 5th below the C↑- and the C7 on beat 4 is simply a
Pythagorean 5th above the F7, both of which belongs to G- otonal tuning area.

G- otonal scale

1:1

9:8

5:4

11:8

3:2

13:8

7:4

15:8

2:1

m. 107

G-o
Example 8. Measures 107-110 of Ben Johnston’s String Quartet No. 5 with the
G- otonal scale on the top and the tuning area circled on the score.
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A clear presentation of a utonal collection appears in Example 9 below.
This one features all three utonal numeric accidentals, any one of which is useful
in determining the fundamental. Take the DL-- as an example. Going up a minor
7th and going up one comma in the positive direction, as is the case when
ascending from any D to C, results in C- as the fundamental pitch of this utonal
tuning area. Building the C- utonal scale results in the same collection of pitches
placed on the scale at the top of the following example with the pitches circled in
m. 106 of the score at the bottom. The Bt on b. 4 of m. 106 is a Pythagorean 5th
above the Et that is part of the C- utonal tuning area.

C- utonal scale

m. 103

Example 9. Measures 103-106 of Ben Johnston’s String Quartet No. 5 with the
C- utonal scale on the top and the tuning area circled on the bottom.

Sometimes the tuning areas are built on fundamentals featuring numeric
accidentals resulting in a compound accidental. One such example appears in
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mm. 134-135 where the AL- utonal tuning area goes to a DL-- otonal tuning area.
Building the utonal scale on AL- is similar to building one on A-. An extra L is
added to each accidental. This is relatively easy to do to the pitches with no flats,
sharps, or numeric accidentals, but pitches that do have these symbols (including
the numeric ones) result in compound accidentals. Such accidentals have been
encountered where a 7th partial adds what appears to be a flag on the flat sign for
otonal or an extended line below the flat sign with a perpendicular line extending
from the bottom of the vertical line for utonal. The compound accidentals for
numeric symbols are just as complicated and require a mixing of symbols already
introduced. The musical examples contain the compound accidentals.
The second scale degree of AL- utonal is BLb--. The third scale degree,
the interval 8:7, adds a second 7th utonal partial. This appears as two adjacent
sub-7th partials for BLL-- as seen in the next example below. The fourth scale
degree has the sub-13th partial of the C#L- and appears to have an upside-down
13, the line for the sharp extending upward to becoming the tens digit of the
inverted 13. Here it is written Ct#L- and is recited as “C sub-13 sharp sub-7
minus.” The only other compound accidental here is the one for the 11th utonal
partial. This is E↓L-. These accidentals appear with Johnston’s notation in both
the scale and the score in Example 10 below. The other tuning area shown here is
the DL-- otonal that appears in the second scale and in m. 135 of the score in
Example 10. Here one can see that the 11th partial is simply an arrow placed on
the vertical line of the L symbol. The 7th scale degree, the 7:4 interval above the
fundamental, adds the 7th otonal symbol to the already lowered, inflected 7th
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partial chroma symbol. The result is the canceling out of symbols as seen by the
plain C- from the DL-- otonal scale in Example 10.

AL- utonal scale

DL- - otonal

m. 133

AL- u

DL-- o

Example 10. The AL- utonal (top) and DL-- otonal (bottom) scales with mm.
133-135 of Ben Johnston’s String Quartet No. 5.

The first task of analysis after determining tuning areas is to determine the
consonance of a sonority. As described in the methodology, the preferred method
in this dissertation is to measure the relative level of consonance and dissonance
through the resulting differential tones between the pitches of a verticality that
occur at cadential points. Finding the differential tones is accomplished by
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subtracting the whole numbers from the ratio used to express each combination of
two pitches. It is possible for the differential tone to be above the lower
generating pitch. Note the octave with an added fourth (or eleventh) at 8:3 as
illustrated in Example 11. The difference of five is the fifth partial of the same
overtone series and is a major 6th above the lower generating tone.

Example 11. The differential tone of the interval 8:3.

Both Helmholtz and Johnston are convinced of the presence of differential
tones and the tones are especially applicable to just intonation specifically and to
the violin particularly.58 Helmholtz states:
When the ear has learned to hear the combinational tones of pure
intervals and sustained tones, it will be able to hear them from
inharmonic intervals and in the rapidly fading notes of a
pianoforte.59 The combinational tones from inharmonic intervals
are more difficult to hear, because these intervals beat more or less
strongly.60

Ben Johnston himself stated this at the conference “Ben Johnston and the American Just
Microtonal Tradition” on March 14, 2010.
58

59

Helmholtz uses the term combinational tones to refer to differential tones and summation tones.

60

Helmholtz, 154.
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“Pure intervals” are those tuned by the overtone series, or just intonation.
“Inharmonic intervals” are those tuned by another system such as equal
temperament, which is the modern tuning system for the pianoforte.
Sustained tones refer to those produced through blowing (wind
instruments) and stringed instruments. Here is scientific evidence of the
application of the pure intervals of just intonation to differential tones.
Helmholtz further extends his findings of differential tones into triads. He
shows the most perfect position of major and minor triads as well as the less
perfect positions for both.61 Example 12 shows his major triads in the most
perfect position. According to Helmholtz, the combinational tones (written as
quarter notes) “do not disturb the harmony.”62

Example 12. The most perfect positions of major triads.63

An explanation of his derived quarter notes is similar to the dyads. The first triad
in Example 12 contains C4 with G4 at 3:2. This results in the difference of one,
or the partial C3. The E5 above C4 is the ratio 5:2 and yields a difference of 3, or
61

“Most perfect” is Helmholtz’s terminology for the most preferred position of a chord.

62

Helmholtz, 219.

63

Daniel Harrison, Harmonic Function in Chromatic Music: A Renewed Dualist Theory and an
Account of its Precedents (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1994), 239.
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G4. Then the final is E5 over G4 as the interval 5:3 producing a difference of 2,
or C4. These theories of differential tones have been controversial in music
theory as Helmholtz considers the scientific properties of actual sounding pitches
and not pitch classes. Therefore, octave substitutions of pitches sounded result in
a different collection of differential tones. Daniel Harrison’s criticism of this
method, which reproduces the same notation as seen in Example 12 above, states
that:
Helmholtz does not seem to care that, in abrogating octave
equivalence as a theoretical idea, he not only complicates the
building of a harmonic theory but must necessarily be led to
conclusions disturbing to most musicians. Consider [Example
12], which shows the “most perfect positions of major triads. . . .”
It should be at first surprising that the 6/4 position . . . is deemed as
harmonious as the 5/3 positions. . . the 6/3 position is, according to
Helmholtz, “relatively the most unfavourable of the intervals that
occur in these chords.”64
A major concern with Helmholtz’s models is that some of his chords that produce
consonant differential tones are dissonant while some that are consonant in
musical context are deemed dissonant. Such theories assume an equal-tempered
tuning. Even though Helmholtz uses just-tuned properties in describing and
establishing a theory, his conclusions are nonetheless applicable to music tuned
entirely to just relations championed by Ben Johnston. Just past the text quoted
above, Harrison continues noting that “such a classification, as a pitch-class
phenomenon, would fly in the face of all that is accepted about these chords; yet,
as a phenomenon of particular pitches tuned in a particular way, then, of course

64

Daniel Harrison, Harmonic Function in Chromatic Music: A Renewed Dualist Theory and an
Account of its Precedents (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1994), 239-240.
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Helmholtz is indubitably correct.”65 This dissertation applies the theories of
Helmholtz as they use the system of just intonation and even extended just
intonation beyond Helmholtz’s limits. The following examples measure all
combinations involving the bass note with the pitches in the sonority above it.
This is demonstrated in Example 13 where the initial sonority is written on the top
grand staff on the left and then the top three pitches with their differential tones
are rewritten to the right to avoid congestion between the differential tones on the
bottom (third) staff. The six differential tones in the bottom staff are to be
considered together as one collection as is the case in similar models in this
dissertation.

Example 13. Differential tones of a sonority from Ben Johnston’s String Quartet
No. 5 at m. 191, beat 4.

The combined black notes yield a triadic collection of differential tones. The
fundamental pitch from which this collection is derived (the G-) appears three

65

ibid., 240.
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times. Also the G-2 and D-3 are reinforced by occurring twice. Example 14
below produces a far more complex collection of differential tones.

Example 14. Differential tones of a sonority from Ben Johnston’s String Quartet
No. 5 at m. 193, beat 2.

The resulting differential tones of sonorities vary in degrees of consonance and
dissonance. The collection in Example 13 is much simpler and appears to be
more consonant than those of Example 14. Six original differential tones result
from this collection. There are two different Fs—Ft# and F7t. There are also two
different Ds—Db-- and D23#-. None of these pitches belongs to the G- utonal
tuning area from which the generating pitches are derived, which further explains
the dissonance of this sonority, whereas the pitches from Example 13 all belong to
the G- otonal tuning area of the generating pitches’ fundamental.
Another issue in theory concerning Helmholtz’s work is that he did not
clearly defend the minor triad or scale through his overtone-based theories and
just scales. “Drawing upon his acoustical criteria, Helmholtz decided that the
minor triad was ‘inferior’ to the major triad, since ‘the relation of all the parts of a
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minor chord to the fundamental note is not so immediate as that for the major
chord.’”66 Helmholtz indeed does not include as much support for the minor triad
as he does the major triad, and he gives only three examples for the most perfect
position of minor triads. These are shown in Example 15 below.

Example 15. The most perfect positions of minor triads.67

The resulting differential tones are triadic for the first two, but they
contain an A-flat, which does not belong to the C minor chord. Helmholtz terms
these additional tones outside of the generating triadic pitches “false
combinational tones” and states that “no minor chord can be obtained perfectly
free from false combinational tones, because its third can never be so placed
relatively to the fundamental tone, as not to produce a combinational tone
unsuitable to the minor chord.”68 The major triad corroborates this scientific

66

Burdette Green and David Butler as cited by Thomas Christensen, ed., The Cambridge History
of Western Music Theory (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2002), 261.
67

Helmholtz, 221.

68

ibid., 221.
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explanation of consonance and dissonance assuming partial relations as the third
of the chord is related to the root in a 5:4 ratio. The third is one partial above the
root, which is an octave equivalent of the fundamental. Nowhere in the series is a
minor triad present built on the fundamental pitch, though it does occur higher up
on the series in the fourth octave with frequency ratios of 10:12:15. In terms of
partials, the minor triad does occur in the inverted series—the undertone series.
Arthur von Oettingen (1836-1920) “attempted to reconcile Hauptmann’s logical
arguments with Helmholtz’s acoustical and physiological arguments.”69 The
dualist approach taken by Oettingen claimed that the major triad derived pitches
directly from partials 4, 5, and 6 of the overtone series, as was the case with
Helmholtz. He termed these relationships tonic. The minor triad’s pitches
contain a common partial termed as phonic by Oettingen as shown in Example
16.70 Here the major triad appears in the left measure (a) with the pitches and
their partial relations to the fundamental pitch. The right measure (b) shows the
partial common to the pitches of the minor triad. The 6th partial of C4, the 5th
partial of E-flat 4, and the 4th partial of G4 being G6.

69

Thomas Christensen, ed., The Cambridge History of Western Music Theory (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 2002), 463.
70

These terms are stated in Daniel Harrison, 243.
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Example 16. The tonic and phonic relationships of the major and minor triads.71

Harry Partch and John Fonville equate utonal sonorities with a minorsounding quality, and Fonville claims that the utonal sonorities are less stable than
the major. Collections of pitches sounding a minor triad may produce consonant
differential tones as seen in the Helmholtz example in Example 15. In general,
Johnston’s utonal sonorities yield dissonant differential tones of the type and
variety seen in Example 14. The main advantage of using differential tones here
is to describe the relative stability of the chords at the ends of harmonic
progressions. In general, the dissonant chords found at the conclusion of their
phrases, which are often the result of utonal sonorities, end sections that are
transitional in the overall form of the quartet.
The scale of levels of consonances and dissonances based on differential
tones appears below in Example 17. The first two levels represent differential
tones that most often result from an otonal tuning area. Furthermore, the
differential tones from level 1 spell a consonant, major triad expressed as a ratio

71

Ibid, 244.
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as 6:5:4. All of these ratios are superparticular as is the case with the concords in
John of Garland’s De mensurabili musica.72 The second level of consonance in
Example 17 accounts for extended tertian chords using the prime-numbered
partials above 5 and at that involve the generating fundamental in the bass.
Levels 3-5 introduce pitches that do not belong to the tuning area and most often
do not include the fundamental pitch that generates the collection. This
dissonance is similar to the discords according to John of Garland in which the
fundamental tone is not always present as the lower member of the dyads.73
Levels 3-5 also result most often from the utonal sonorities, which seldom
produce consonant differential tones.

Levels of consonance and dissonance based on differential tones
1. Triadic collection of pitches belonging to the tuning area
↑
with the fundamental in the bass
Consonant
2. 7th, 9th, 11th, or 13th chord with all pitches belonging to
tuning area with the fundamental pitch in the bass
3. Triadic collection with one or more pitche(es) outside of
the tuning area
4. Collection of pitches not belonging to tuning area of
generating fundamental
5. Collection of pitches not belonging to tuning area of
generating fundamental with conflicting pitches using the
↓
same letter name
Dissonant
Example 17. List of dissonances based on differential tones with the consonant
collections toward the top.

The use of small, melodic intervals in the parts between adjacent tuning
areas is a further aspect of consonance and dissonance. Theorists have addressed
72

Sarah Fuller as cited by Thomas Christensen, ed., The Cambridge History of Western Music
Theory (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2002), 486.
73

The exceptions being the whole tone (9:8), the tritone (45:32), and the major seventh (15:8).
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part writing advocating the smallest melodic distance between adjacent triads
from the ancient Greeks to the present.74 James Tenney’s opening chapter
describes the Pythagorean tetraktys as the derivation of consonant melodic
intervals, as well as harmonic intervals, many of which are superparticular
ratios.75 He states that:
In its earliest manifestations, then, CDC-1 involved relations
between pitches in a purely melodic context. Intervals that were
precisely and directly tunable were considered consonant, while all
others—those which were tunable only indirectly—were
dissonant.76 . . The purely musical significance of this “tetraktys of
the decad” resides in the fact that the string-length ratios for the
fourth, fifth, octave, twelfth (but not the eleventh), and double
octave involve only these first four integers (i.e. 4/3, 3/2, 2/1, 3/1,
4/1, but not 8/3).77
Further analysis shows smoothness in changes in tuning areas by
observing the consonant or dissonant quality of the interval separating their
fundamentals. Partch’s model of degrees of consonance appears in the illustration
in Example 18 of “The One-Footed Bride.” The ratios appear up and down the
center column with a line that extends out farther for ratios that represent a high
level of consonance. The increasing size of the intervals from the 1:1 unison to
the 2:1 octave follows from the bottom left, up the left side to the tritone on top,
and then down the right side. The word “power” that coincides with 4:3, 3:2, and
74

Among these theorists is Arnold Schoenberg. He addresses the use of small melodic steps
between voices in Theory of Harmony, trans. Roy E. Carter (Berkeley, CA: University of
California Press, 1978), 39. In a more recent example, Richard Cohn describes the
transformations between two chords in “Maximally Smooth Cycles, Hexatonic Systems, and the
Analysis of Late-Romantic Progressions,” Musical Analysis 15/1 (March 1996): 15.
James Tenney, A History of ‘Consonance’ and ‘Dissonance’ (New York: Excelsior Music
Publishing Company, 1988).
75

76

Consonance/Dissonance Concept number 1

77

Tenney, 12.
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2:1 refers to the level of consonance of these perfect intervals (the fourth, fifth,
and octave, respectively).

Example 18. “The One-Footed Bride” from Harry Partch’s Genesis of a Music.78

Example 19 is a similar diagram from Helmholtz that shows the consonant
harmonic intervals as lower points on the y-axis while the higher points represent
dissonant harmonic intervals. Higher values on the y-axis of Helmholtz’s

78

Harry Partch, Genesis of a Music (New York: Da Capo Press, 1974), 155.
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example represent a greater number of beats between the intervals. Helmholtz’s
curved lines appear to be the inverse of Partch’s, though this diagram would look
strikingly similar to Partch’s had the latter’s been placed horizontally instead of
read up and down the central column. Notice the deep valleys in Helmholtz’s
model at the two Cs at the ends and F (4:3) and G (3:2) near the middle where
Partch had extended curves instead. The height of these curves (corresponding to
troughs for Partch’s model) represents the intensity and frequency of beats of the
intervals. The ratios on the crests represent the pitches in the valleys to the left of
the ratios that appear on the bottom line of this example. Helmholtz lists some of
the most consonant ratios twice on the crests surrounding the most consonant
valleys. The author is unaware of any reason for this, but the reader should refer
to the pitches underneath the graph to better understand the interval between that
pitch and c’. These visuals provide physical evidence of the consonance of the
intervals with fewer beats between simultaneously vibrating frequencies.

Example 19. Helmholtz’s model for showing consonant and dissonant intervals79

Helmholtz, On the Sensation of Tone, 193. This example is a reproduction of Helmholtz’s
diagram, which was difficult to see in the original text. Helmholtz drew five lines of varying
height. This line is a summary of the highest line at any given point.
79
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The intervals in the troughs of the Helmholtz example reflect preferred
intervals between tonal key relations in common-practice period music where
modulations by perfect fifths and thirds are frequent. Likewise, the tuning areas
in the Johnston quartet are most fluid if the interval between fundamentals is one
that appears as a crest in the Partch model and as a trough in the Helmholtz
model. These relations in tuning define a level of consonance within the dense
texture in much of the fifth string quartet. The smooth transitions between
chords, in terms of voice leading from chord to chord and for a progression in a
phrase, occurs with the presence of these intervals between tuning areas.
Example 20, below, shows a succession of tuning areas related by
consonant intervals found in the valleys of Helmholtz’s model. The tuning areas
are circled and labeled with the interval between the tuning areas below. A rightpointing arrow indicates the interval between tuning areas on different systems.
A lower-level ratio links two tuning areas with an interpolated tuning area whose
fundamental includes a numerical symbol.

G-o

F-o
9:8
48

3:2→

C-u

Bb- - o
9:8

D-o

G-o
27:16

G↑-u

F#o

11:8
11:10
3:2
___________5:4_________
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G-u
1:1

B-o

3:2→

D-o
6:5

3:2→

Au

DL-o80

Ao
1:1

Eu

35:24
8:7
_______________6:5______________

D-o
9:8

Cu

F#o
5:4

5:4→

B-o
3:2

5:4→

Two notes, Bt- and G↑-, do not fit this uncircled tuning area. They would be changed to BtbLand G↑L- respectively to fit the tuning area. This is either a mistake in the original score, or the
two pitches are non-chord tones.
80
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G-o

Au
9:8

Eb-o

G-u
5:4

3:2

F-u
3:2

C-u
3:2
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D-o
15:8→

Example 20. Analysis of the intervals between tuning areas in mm. 34-47 of
Johnston’s String Quartet No. 5.

The most consonant intervals between tuning areas are also the ones that
have the greatest potential for superparticular ratios in voice leading. Dudley
Duncan addresses the relative potential of superparticular ratios.81 He discusses
that superparticular ratios share a common fundamental, which is proof of the intuneness of these melodic intervals. This is demonstrated most clearly in my
analysis of the homophonic sections of the quartet. Differential tones are used to
describe the harmonic stability within phrases and progressions, while
superparticular voice leading is used in defining melodic consonance.
The following analysis presents examples of scales of common intervals
between adjacent tuning areas’ fundamental pitches from Johnston’s String
Quartet No. 5. Examples 21-28 show two scales from two tuning areas with
connections made between the unisons and seconds highlighting the
superparticular ratios and common tones. Comparisons of two scales to show the
Dudley Duncan, “Why Superparticular?” 1/1 The Journal of the Just Intonation Network 8/1
(1993): 3-14.
81
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distance in pitches between each scale degree of the first scale with its closest
pitch in the second scale follow each example.
Example 21 shows the tuning areas (C- otonal and F- otonal) that have
fundamentals in a 3:2 relation. The fundamental pitch for each tuning area
appears in bold font. The scale for each is written in the far left and far right
columns with the tonic in bold print. The ratio between intervallic seconds of the
scale appears in the middle column with lines connecting it to the two pitches it
falls between. The ratios accompanying the pitches in these voice-leading
diagrams are in relation to C as 1:1. The intervals are calculated by subtracting
the fractions between the pitches, which is accomplished through taking the larger
ratio and multiplying it by the reciprocal of the smaller ratio. 1:1 indicates a
common tone, and a box around a ratio indicates a superparticular ratio.
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Example 21. Two otonal tuning areas related by the 3:2 interval.
This 3:2 is the most common interval between tuning areas in Johnston’s String
Quartet No 5 occurring fifty times throughout. The potential for smooth voice
leading is also apparent in observing the smallest step between each pitch of the
first tuning area to its closest pitch in the following tuning area. This entails
repeated pitches from both scales to connect each pitch to the nearest pitch of the
other scale. These pitches appear in parentheses. Example 22 shows these
relationships by expressing the ratios as decimals (rounded to the nearest
thousandths place) and finding the difference between them. A sum of the
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absolute values of intervals appears in bold at the bottom of the example. The
values that come closest to zero signify that the combined motion between the
pitches of the scales nearly balance each other out. Some of the most commonlyused intervals of transposition result in a lower total difference. One notable
exception is the ascending 9:8 interval between the otonal and utonal tuning areas.

C- otonal: C(D-)
160:81 (10:9)
1.975 (1.111)
F- otonal

D10:9
1.111

EF↑GA3b100:81 110:81 40:27 130:81
1.235 1.358 1.481 1.605

B7b140:81
1.728

B50:27
1.852

CD3b-E7bEFGAB↑b-- (B↑b--)
160:81 260:243 280:243 100:81 320:243 40:27 400:243 440:243 (440:243)
1.975 1.070
1.152
1.235 1.317 1.481
1.646
1.811 (1.811)

Difference: 0

.041

.041

0

.041

0

.041

.083

.041

Total difference: .288
Example 22. Chart of the differences between pitches of the C- otonal scale with
each scale degree’s nearest pitch in F- otonal scale.

Another common interval between tuning areas is 9:8 between two otonal
tunings. Example 23 shows this relationship.
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Example 23. Two otonal tuning areas related by the 9:8 interval.

Example 23 has as many potential superparticular ratios as Example 21. This is
fitting for how frequently such relations between tuning areas occur. A graph of
the closest pitches to each scale degree from the first tuning area to the next
appears below in Example 24. The total difference between the steps in this
example is greater than that of Example 22.
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C- otonal:

C(C-)
D160:81 (160:81) 10:9
1.975 (1.975) 1.111

D- otonal:

C7
C#
D35:18 25:24 10:9
1.944 1.042 1.111

Difference: .031

.067

0

EF↑GA3b100:81 110:81 40:27 130:81
1.235 1.358 1.481 1.605

B7b140:81
1.728

E
5:4
1.250

(A)
B3b(5:3) 65:36
(1.667) 1.806

F#
G↑25:18 55:36
1.389 1.528

.015

.031

A
5:3
1.667

.047

.062

.061

B50:27
1.852

.046

Total difference: .360
Example 24. The differences between pitches of two otonal tuning areas
separated by the interval 9:8.

Some other frequently-used intervals appear in the next four examples. Examples
25 and 27 feature a change in modality from otonal to utonal or vice a versa.

Example 25. Two tuning areas in which the interval between tuning areas is an
ascending 3:2 and with a change of mode from utonal to otonal.
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This type of tuning change results in the smallest absolute difference between
pitches of the six examples in this chapter. It is not the most common tuning
change, however. The two scales with their differences between pitches appear in
Example 26 below.
G- utonal:

G40:27
1.481

AbALBtC(D↓-)
D↓EbF(F-)
128:81 320:189 640:351 160:81(320:297)320:297 32:27 320:243 320:243
1.580
1.693
1.823
1.975 (1.077) 1.077
1.185 1.317 (1.317)

D- otonal

G↑55:36
1.528

(G↑-)
A
(55:36)
5:3
(1.528) 1.667

Difference: .047

.052

.026

B3b65:36
1.806
.017

C7
C#
35:18 25:24
1.944 1.042
.031

.035

D10:9
1.111

E
5:4
1.250

.034

.065

(E)
F#
(5:4) 25:18
(1.250) 1.389
.067

.072

Total difference: .446
Example 26. The differences between closest scale degrees from G- utonal to Dotonal.

The following examples show the ascending 9:8 interval between tuning areas
with a change from otonal to utonal.
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Example 27. Two tuning areas related by an ascending 9:8 and with a change
from otonal to utonal. This is the sixth most common with twelve occurrences.

Example 28 shows these two tuning areas with the relations of the closest scale
degrees.

G- otonal:

G40:27
1.481

A
(B-)
5:3 (50:27)
1.667 (1.852)

B50:27
1.852

C↑55:54
1.019

D10:9
1.111

E3b65:54
1.204

F7
35:27
1.296

F#
25:18
1.389

A utonal:

G40:27
1.481

A
Bb5:3
16:9
1.667 1.778

BL40:21
1.905

Ct#
40:39
1.026

D10:9
1.111

E↓
40:33
1.212

F
4:3
1.333

(F)
(4:3)
(1.333)

.053

.007

0

.008

.037

.056

Difference: 0

0

.074

Total difference: .235
Example 28. The differences between closest scale degrees in two tuning areas
separated by the 9:8 interval and with a change from otonal to utonal.
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Johnston exploits these first through third and sixth most common changes with
smooth voice leading using these superparticular ratios. Example 29 shows the
melodic intervals from these fundamental tuning area relations. The ratios appear
between the pitches of the sonorities indicated by the hairpins. The tuning area
for each sonority is labeled below the systems.

m. 185

C-u F-o

Bb- -o C-o D-u G-o

C-o D-o

m. 190

C-u G-u D-o Bb- -o C-o

F-o G-o G-u C-o

F-o G-o

Au D-o

Example 29. Measures 196-193 of Ben Johnston’s String Quartet No. 5 with
tuning areas and voice leading labeled between selected chords.
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Other common changes are ones in which the fundamental stays the same and
there is a change from otonal to utonal or vice versa. These types of tuning
changes are not often as smooth, though some can be, and occur either at major
sectional divisions or even mid-phrase. Examples 30 and 31 show the potential
for superparticular ratios in these tuning areas.

Example 30. Two tuning areas with the same fundamental with a change from
otonal to utonal.

The differences between C- otonal and C- utonal appears in Example 31.
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C- otonal: C(D-)
160:81 (10:9)
1.975 (1.111)

D10:9
1.111

E100:81
1.235

F↑110:81
1.358

G40:27
1.481

A3b130:81
1.605

B7b140:81
1.728

B50:27
1.852

C- utonal: CDb-DL-EtFG↓AbBb-(Bb--)
160:81 256:243 640:567 1,280:1,053 320:243 1,280:891 128:81 1,280:729 1,280:729
1.975 1.053
1.129
1.216
1.317
1.437 1.580 1.756
(1.756)
Difference: 0

.058

.018

.019

.041

.044

.025

.028

.096

Total difference: .329
Example 31. Differences of scale degrees between C- otonal and C- utonal.

Examples 32-33 show similar results in terms of potential for superparticular
ratios and differences between scale degrees.

Example 32. Two tuning areas with the same fundamental going from utonal to
otonal.
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Example 33 shows the differences between the scale degrees between A utonal
and A otonal. These tuning areas’ overall difference is not as large as the one in
Example 31 but these examples show the larger difference between closest
pitches of two tuning areas with the same fundamental but a change in tonality.

A utonal:

A otonal:

A

Bb-

BL-

Ct#

D-

E↓

F

G-

(G-)

5:3
1.667

16:9
1.778

40:21
1.905

40:39
1.027

10:9
1.111

40:33
1.212

4:3
1.333

40:27
1.481

(40:27)
(1.481)

A
5:3
1.667

B
15:8
1.875

(B)
(15:8)
(1.875)

C#
25:24
1.042

D↑55:48
1.146

E
5:4
1.250

F3
65:48
1.354

G7
35:24
1.458

G#
75:48
1.563

.097

.030

.015

.035

.038

.021

.023

.082

Difference: 0

Total difference: .341
Example 33. Differences between closest pitches of A utonal to A otonal.

The high number of superparticular ratios between seconds in tuning areas
and the distance between the closest pitches helps explain the smooth transitions
between some tuning areas. The ones that appear in Examples 21-24 and 27-28
are smoother while those with a change in tonality are not as smooth and occur at
divisions of the piece that suggest a change in character. A list of the most
common intervals and tonalities (otonal or utonal) appears in Example 34 with the
number of occurrences in the quartet in the right column.
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Interval of transposition and tonality

Number of occurrences

3:2 otonal to otonal

50

9:8 otonal to otonal

37

3:2 utonal to otonal

19

1:1 otonal to utonal

16

1:1 utonal to otonal

13

9:8 otonal to utonal

12

Example 34. A list of the most commonly-used intervals of transposition with
tonality in Ben Johnston’s String Quartet No. 5.

The next step in this analysis is to combine these theories on differential
tones and their levels of consonances and dissonances with the voice-leading
models primarily in important cadences and section endings. The next section of
this dissertation examines complete phrases in context of the quartet, and the
stability in the cadences further enhances this analysis.
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CHAPTER 3
ANALYSIS

The analysis of the quartet will be carried in two parts. The first concern
is form, which provides the context for the sectional divisions and informs us
about the location of structural cadences. Once these are determined, the
harmonic and voice leading analysis can proceed. The form of String Quartet No.
5 does not follow a particular traditional form. Johnston states the following
about the form:
Its form resembles more the form of Debussy’s L’Après-midi d’un
Faune, with successive “evocations” each consisting of the same
sequence of thematic ideas, but differently proportioned and
developed each time. It is a single movement but has sharply
contrasting tempi and treatments of the basic material, which
includes the folk hymn.82
The analysis here does not seek to compare the fifth string quartet’s form to
Debussy’s Faune, but discusses the theme and recurring evocations found
throughout the quartet.
This piece divides into six major sections, which are demarcated by
simultaneous rests in all of the parts and by a change in dynamics and tempo.
Certain features recur throughout the quartet in these sections. The theme and the
explanation of its origin go here. The entire quartet is not simply a theme and
variations on the tune as “Amazing Grace” was to String Quartet No. 4 and
“Danny Boy” was to the last movement of String Quartet No. 10. Instead the

82

Johnston, as cited by Bob Gilmore, ed., Maximum Clarity and Other Writings on Music
(Urbana, IL: University of Illinois Press, 2006), 203.
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main theme recurs in areas of harmonic stability (as a theme is featured in a
sonata rondo, though not always in the opening key) throughout the quartet.
A second form-defining feature is the presence of the hyper-chromatic
scale, a scale marked by a number of pitches that varies from 23 to 33 pitches in
each presentation of the scale.83, 84 This scale appears in transitional sections that
are usually followed by the “Lonesome Valley” theme. The ascending succession
of pitches passes through many tones within an octave. Example 35 shows the
ascending scale’s pitches from the first violin in mm. 23-33. The ascending
scale’s pitches appear with an intervening lower C- in mm. 23-29 followed by the
upper C- between beat three of m. 29-m. 31. For clarity, the pitches of the scale,
though not necessarily in ascending order, are marked with vertical lines above
the staff in Example 35.

83

This scale consists of more than twelve pitches within an octave.

84

Another theory on scales with more than twelve pitches per octave appears in Jeffrey Brukman
“The Relevance of Friedrich Hartmann’s Fully-chromaticized Scale with Regard to Bartok’s
Fourteen Bagatelles, op. 6,” Theoria 15 (2008): 31-62. His theories are different from mine in
that the scales included here assume 12-tone equal temperament with enharmonic respellings
based on the context. The theories are similar in that slightly altered pitches are a venue of
chromatic coloration that is subsidiary to an established tonal point. Brukman also groups several
scale degrees of the “fully-chromaticized mixed scale” (p. 44) as Johnston does with pitches
sharing the same letter names in his “Scalar Order as a Compositional Resource,” Perspectives of
New Music 2/2 (Spring/Summer 1964): 56-76.
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Example 35. The first violin in mm. 23-33 of Ben Johnston’s String Quartet No.
5.

The interval between each pitch of the ascending hyper-chromatic scale and the
initiating note (C- in all cases) increases in the first half of the statement seen
above in Example 35 and in the first half of the cello’s statement of the scale in
mm. 116-122. The harmonic, intervallic gap between the first violin and cello
gradually widens in mm. 186-193 in which the first violin presents the scale.85

85

This expansion of intervals, as seen with the growing interval between C- and G- in mm. 23-29
of Example 1 and the contracting interval between the ascending scale and the upper C- in mm.
29-31, are reminiscent of Roig-Francoli’s analysis of melodic microstructures of the widening
pitch intervals in Ligeti’s Ramifications (1968). Of this, Roig-Francoli states, “The first violin, for
instance, progressively expands the linear intervals of a harmonic cell. In each of the circled
trichords, one of the outer boundaries of the previous trichord has been expanded by a semitone or
a tone, the upper voice following an ascending motion and the lower voice a descending motion.”
Miguel Roig-Francoli, “Harmonic and Formal Processes in Ligeti’s Net-Structure Compositions,”
Music Theory Spectrum 17/2 (Autumn 1995), 246.
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The recurring-neighboring eleventh partial motive is the third feature that
gets repeated throughout this work. This motive also appears in transitional
phrases and as such is often accompanied by harmonic instability. The three
features recur in various forms in the quartet depending on the function of the
phrase and section in which they appear. A form diagram of this singlemovement quartet appears in Example 36 below. Here the large sections are
demarked with taller vertical lines and labeled while the smaller phrases within
use shorter vertical lines. A short description appears above many of the sections
including the type of feature used and the central pitch for the beginning of the
section.

Example 36. Form diagram of Ben Johnston’s String Quartet No. 5.
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The following analysis observes the properties of each section, broken down to
the phrase level, and the function of each section in the scheme of the
composition.
The first section (mm. 1-22) serves to expose the “Lonesome Valley”
theme. The section divides into two different phrases. The first phrase introduces
the “Lonesome Valley” theme in the first eight measures. The second phrase of
this section (mm. 8-22) begins with an elided cadence. The phrase is transitional
and begins and ends on chords that are dissonant and contain a dissonant
collection of differential tones. Example 37 shows the chord on the downbeat of
mm. 8 and 22. The dissonance of the chord in m. 8 is noticeable especially
through the variety of Cs in the collection of differential tones. The differential
tones for m. 22 use prime-numbered partials of the overtone series far above the
thirteenth seen in this quartet or any mentioned in Johnston’s own prose. Partials
above the thirty-first are therefore not notated beyond the numerical differential
value.
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Example 37. Differential tones of mm. 8 (left) and 22 (right).
Another important feature of the quartet’s form introduced in this section is the
chord that appears as the penultimate sonority of the phrase (Example 38). This
chord appears later in the quartet and precedes the first restatement of the
complete “Lonesome Valley” theme at m. 76 and occurs as the closing sonority of
the entire piece at m. 207. The collection of fifteen differential tones here spell a
ninth chord build on the fundamental C-, which is reinforced several times and is
the lowest differential tone. The result is a second-level dissonance.
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Example 38. The differential tones for the chord in mm. 21, 76, and 207.
The chord’s differential tones tonicize F-, which is an important pitch in the
fourth section, after the chord appears in m. 76, and in the tonic at the beginning
of the piece.
The second section of the piece (mm. 23-55) is a transition. This section
is mostly agitated throughout and divides into three phrases. As was the case with
the previous transitional section, this section begins and ends with a dissonant
collection of differential tones. Example 39 demonstrates these sonorities. Both
collections are level-five dissonances as they do not reinforce the fundamental
tuning pitch (D- for m. 23 and C- for m. 54), several pitches are outside of the
tuning area (D- utonal for m. 23 and C- utonal for m .54), and there are
conflicting pitches using the same letter name (for example, there are three types
of F4s in the differential tones from m. 54.
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Differential tones for m. 23

Differential tones for m. 54

Example 39. The differential tones for mm. 23 (top) and 54 (bottom).86

The first phrase (mm. 23-31) begins with the first of three statements of the
hyper-chromatic scale in the first violin. The second phrase is three measures

The pitches in the treble clef of the generating tones in m. 54 are from bottom up: F-, G↓-, Ab-,
Bb--, and C-. They were not rewritten due to congestion.
86
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long (mm. 32-34) and features the first homophonic texture of the quartet, with
the first fragment of “Lonesome Valley” in the first violin. These measures are
set off by simultaneous rests in all of the parts, but the continued agitated nature
of the phrases surrounding it argues for inclusion in the same section. The
polyphonic texture resumes in m. 35 where the rhythmic relations between the
second violin, viola, and cello parts’ durations are 5:4:3 respectively—the same
pitch ratios for a second-inversion triad.87 The section ends on a chord built on a
utonal collection, which is often dissonant in its differential tones, though the
rhythmic relation among the top three parts represents a consonant otonal chord.
Section three (mm. 56-76) begins after the longest, simultaneous rest in
the piece and on the only monophonic texture in the piece. This section is also
transitional and divides into two phrases with a three-measure cadential extension
(mm. 74-76) that comes from a common tone (D-) in the first violin from the
previous phrase. This three-measure extension uses the first tuning area with a
fundamental pitch being a numerical, musical accidental (A↓ otonal) and gives
way to a C- otonal tuning area. The final chord in m. 76 produces the differential
tones that tonicize F- (which is the lowest pitch in the cello part where it resolves
in the following section). The differential tones of this sonority appear in
Example 38.

87

Further reading on the metric tonality in relation to tonality, especially the hemiola, is Richard
Cohn’s “Complex Hemiolas, Ski-Hill Graphs and Metric Spaces,” Music Analysis 20/3 (October
2001): 295-326. This article discusses the metric relations of the 3:2 ratio in hemiolas. Another
article that briefly discusses the historical relation between frequency and pitch is Cohn’s “Metric
and Hypermetric Dissonance in the Menuetto of Mozart’s Symphony in G Minor, K. 550,”
Intégral 6 (1992): 1-33.
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The fourth section (mm. 77-161) is the most varied in terms of material
and function. It features a full presentation of the “Lonesome Valley” theme
twice, fragments of the theme, more counterpoint on the 11th-partial upperneighbor-note motive, a hyper-chromatic scale, and the transitional motive before
reaching a point of arrival at the simultaneous rest followed by a slower tempo
and softer dynamics at m. 162. It is the longest section of the piece and, because
of its varied and abbreviated presentation of much of the previously exposed
material, can be thought of as a development section of sorts. The section begins
with stability not in the opening sonority on beat 1 of m. 77 (level-three
dissonance), but in the sonority on beat 3 (level-two dissonance), where the viola
plays the tonic of its scale. Example 40 shows these sonorities with their
differential tones. The first two notes of the viola part in m. 77 are often
anacruses when the theme is presented elsewhere. Harmonic stability occurs on
the tonic arrival on beat 3 of m. 77 on what would ordinarily be a downbeat in
other presentations of the theme.
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Example 40. Differential tones of the sonorities in m. 77, beat 1 (left) and m. 77,
beat 3 (right).

The differential tones on beat 3 of m. 77 are fairly consonant, even though it is a
9th chord, but the fundamental is the lowest differential tone, which reinforces its
stability. Furthermore, the F- appears two other times in different octaves.
Measures 116 and 135 both seem to be major dividing points in this
developmental and primarily transitional section. Both measures do not seem to
be followed by a sense of arrival, but dynamics, texture, and scale forms change,
and these measures begin a presentation of one of the three recurring features in
the piece. Measure 116 begins with a change in dynamics and tempo while the
beginning of the hyper-chromatic scale is stated in the cello. Measure 135 begins
a full statement of “Lonesome Valley” in the first violin that embellishes the
theme both melodically and rhythmically. A further level of separation between
the section beginning at m. 135 and the section before it is the absence of
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superparticular ratios as seen in Example 41. Even fewer (only one ratio and two
common tones) appear in the tuning area change from m. 134 to m. 135. This
leads to a sense of discontinuity in these measures.

Example 41. Voice-leading models for mm. 133-135.

The quartet reaches a climax at m. 134. Johnston uses the obscure pentatonic
scale, heightened dynamics, and dissonant chord qualities in effecting this climax.
The dissonant resulting differential tones for the sonorities in m. 134 appear in
Example 42 and show the level-five dissonant quality at m. 134. These sonorities
possess the highest level of dissonance as seen in the differential tones. Notice
the variety of Ds in both sonorities shown in m. 134. These appear in the measure
that transitions between the two phrases.
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Example 42. Differential tones for the first (top) and last (bottom) sonorities in
m. 134.

These chords give way to a more consonant sonority at the beginning of the next
phrase that serves as a release of tension. These differential tones are shown in
Example 43. The differential tones are mostly triadic and they reinforce the
fundamental pitch of DL--, though it does involve some dissonant 2nds, (the EL--)
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and a 17th partial (B17#L--). The fundamental is emphasized as the lowestsounding differential tone. The triad collection of differential tones and the
reinforced fundamental make the sonority resemble a level-two dissonance, but
with a 17th partial that does belong to the tuning area. This is a stable sonority in
which to begin a phrase.

Example 43. Differential tones for the sonority in m. 135, beat 1.

Following m. 135, the lines become more stratified in melodic material, tempo,
and in tuning areas.
The next phrase, mm. 141-147, divides into two halves. They both relate
through their use of stratified tempos being played simultaneously in each part.
The ratios between tempos match the ratios between the fundamental pitches used
in each instrument. The cello’s tempo at 120 beats per minute relates to the
viola’s 150 in a 5:4 ratio. This ratio is represented in the C- otonal and E- utonal
tunings of these instruments. Likewise, the second violin’s 135 beats per minute
is in the ratio 9:8 with the cello, and the former is tuned to D- utonal. The first
violin’s 160 beats per minute is in the ratio 4:3 with the cello and is tuned to F78

otonal. Johnston uses these relations of meter and pitch in other works too.
Randall Shinn’s analysis of String Quartet No. 4 states that
while the ‘metric modulations’ of Elliott Carter and the serialization of
rhythm by a number of composers are both related in some way to
Johnston’s procedures, correlation of pitch and rhythmic structures is
achieved in this work in several strikingly original ways. And as a
concept, the level on which pitch and rhythmic organization is correlated
is probably more akin to the patterning methods of late Medieval and early
Renaissance composers than to any contemporary influence.88
If the otonal tunings resemble major sonorities and the utonal sonorities are minor
chords, as described by Partch, then the major and minor qualities of the triads
belonging to each scale degree of the lower tetrachord of a C- major scale are
preserved here. The first three measures of this phrase, as counted by the cello
part, consist of various patterns played by each instrument—some of which
resemble fragments of “Lonesome Valley.”
The next half of the phrase (mm. 144-146) continues with the stratified
tempos in the four parts. These measures begin a recurring statement of canonical
imitation that continues into the next phrases (mm. 144-156). The same subject
and countersubject from the canon in mm. 61-71 appear throughout the next
thirteen measures. The viola begins on G- and the first violin on the C- a 4:3
above that but starting a 16th rest later. The cello also begins on C- (middle C-)
and plays the inverted subject. The second violin plays the cello’s part a
Pythagorean fifth above and in augmentation. The viola and first violin form one
pair in this part of the phrase while the cello and second violin serve as the other
pair. The inverted relation between the first violin and cello appears in Example
44 below. The two parts are printed directly above each other for comparison.
88

Shinn, 159.
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Example 44. The viola and cello parts in mm. 144-146 are printed directly above
each other to show the inversion.

The rhythmic and metric values and tempos line up at the downbeat of m. 147
where the parts continue at the same tempo and meter. This is preceded with an
ascending cello line in contrary motion to the first violin’s and viola’s descending
line (see Example 45). They converge with an elided cadence in the next phrase
of the section.
m. 146

Example 45. Measures 146-147 of Johnston’s String Quartet No. 5.
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The differential tones are a consonant G-7 chord as is the chord of resolution of
the 4-3 suspension on the “and” of beat 1 in m. 147. This sonority acts as a
dominant to C-, the fundamental pitch that this long developmental section
resolves to when the piece gives a sense of arrival at the beginning of the 5th
section in m. 162. The differential tones for the level-two dissonance of m. 147
appear in Example 46.

Example 46. Differential tones for the sonority on the downbeat of m. 147.

The important arrival at m. 147 signals the final phrase of section 4, which
is the culmination of the contrapuntal energy that has represented the second half
of this section. The phrase begins on the consonant chord at m. 147 and ends on
an unstable sonority with a level-five dissonance at its end. This sonority with its
differential tones appears below in Example 47.
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Example 47. Differential tones for the sonority at the end of section 4 (m. 161,
beat 3).

This phrase divides into two parts, the first begins with the canon found in m. 61
and the second part begins with the cello’s initiating the canon. The canon lasts
for three measures in both cases while the remaining measures of each half
embellish the upper-neighbor-note motive. The phrase, and section, ends with the
viola playing pizzicato stacked Pythagorean fifths on the beats giving this
metrically polyphonic section some metric reference as it nears its conclusion.
The entire fourth section moved from a stable phrase in which the
“Lonesome Valley” theme was presented to an energetic final half that developed
on the materials, and fragments thereof, of the three recurring features. Its
energetic and transitional nature leads it to an unstable chord on beat 3 in m. 161
(see Example 47) followed by an arrival on a sonority with a triadic collection of
differential tones with the fundamental being reinforced several times and results
in a level-one dissonance, see Example 48.
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Example 48. The differential tones of the sonority in m. 162, beat 1.

The chord in m. 162 is held in the cello and two violins for nine measures making
this the second-longest duration in the piece, the longest being at the beginning of
the 4th, and previous section, in the cello. The viola plays the complete
“Lonesome Valley” melody. This drastic change in dynamics, tempo, rhythm,
and texture following a simultaneous rest serves as a dividing line between the
tumultuous section 4 and this static 5th section. These changes appear in the score
in Example 49 where the two sections are demarcated with a vertical line and
labeled.
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Section 4 │Section 5

m. 160

m. 163

Example 49. Measures 160-169 of Johnston’s String Quartet No. 5 with the
division between sections made with a vertical line and the two sections labeled.
The 5th section divides into three phrases. The first phrase is the 1st half of
the “Lonesome Valley” theme. The second states the 2nd half of “Lonesome
Valley,” while the 3rd transitions to an Ab- otonal sonority that precedes a
homophonic texture accompanying the hyper-chromatic scale in the first violin.
The section begins and ends with consonant collections of differential tones. The
one at m. 162 appeared in Example 48, the cadence at m. 178 is elided and leads
into the following phrase that is mostly homophonic, and the sonority at the end
of the section is seen in Example 50. These differential tones are triadic, they
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reinforce the fundamental, and there is only one 7th partial resulting in a level-two
dissonance.

Example 50. Differential tones for the sonority in m. 185, beat 4.
The 6th and final section of the quartet is composed of three phrases. The
first is transitional and includes a presentation of the hyper-chromatic scale in the
first violin (mm. 186-193). The second phrase is the last statement of “Lonesome
Valley” in the viola. The third is identical to the end of section 3 and ends on a
collection of differential tones that tonicize the F-, the tonic of the first violin at
the beginning of the quartet.
The sonorities in m. 193, beat 4 and m. 194, beat 1 are consonant, though
the fundamental is not the lowest-sounding differential tone and the fundamental
is not present at all in the differential tones in m. 193, beat 4. The differential
tones are a collection of “A”s in octaves and an E a 5th above. The sonority in m.
197 is stable, the differential tones are simply 5ths and octaves making this a
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level-one dissonance. The differential tones from these three sonorities appear in
Example 51. This sonority provides a stable environment for the “Lonesome
Valley” theme that follows.
m. 193, beat 4

m. 194, beat 1

m. 197, beat 1

Example 51. The differential tones for the sonorities in m. 193, beat 4, m. 194,
beat 1, and m. 197, beat 1.
The “Lonesome Valley” theme is stated in the viola in mm. 198-205. It
begins and ends in G- major, the only just major scale used in the quartet.89 The
chord on the downbeat of m. 198 is dissonant, mostly due to the cello’s F-, but the
last two chords of this phrase (m. 204, beat 4 to m. 205, beat 1) are consonant
even thought the chord on m. 204, beat 4 is a combination of two tuning areas.
The chord m. 205, beat 1 is a level-one dissonance. These three sonorities with
their differential tones appear in Example 52.

89

Remembering that the G- scale in mm. 77-91 had an A-, which did not belong to G- major.
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m. 198, beat 1

m. 204, beat 4

m. 205, beat 1

Example 52. Differential tones for the sonorities in m. 198, beat 1, m. 204, beat
4, and m. 205, beat 1.

Furthermore, the cadence at m. 205 is accompanied with all superparticular ratios
or common tones between parts as seen in Example 53 below.

Example 53. Superparticular ratios and common tones in the voice leading from
m. 204, beat 4 to m. 205, beat 1.
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The final three measures are a codetta, as were mm. 74-76. The common
tone in the first violin appears here as it did in mm. 73 to 74.
String Quartet No. 5 involves three pieces of recurring material that
function differently. Each evocation is multi-faceted and may serve an
expositional or developmental function. Johnston cleverly uses material to bring
a sense of return or to exploit material in fragments as a sense of continuity
between sections. Each section is used to divide the piece in a form resembling a
rondo in which the “Lonesome Valley” theme is introduced at the beginning, is
restated in between for stasis, and provides closure at the end. Other materials
throughout the piece that are crucial elements of the form are the hyper-chromatic
scale, the eleventh-partial upper neighbor-note motive, and the relations of tuning
areas by Pythagorean fifths.
3.1 “Lonesome Valley” theme
“Lonesome Valley” appears in various forms throughout the quartet. The
theme is based on an Appalachian folk tune of the same name and appears in
plain notation in Example 54 below.

Example 54. “Lonesome Valley” in plain notation
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The first phrase introduces the theme in the first eight measures (see
Example 55) using a pentatonic scale that derives its pitches from both the Gutonal and D- utonal tuning areas. The central pitch in the melody is F- as seen in
the first violin on the downbeat of m. 1 (see Example 36).

Example 55. Measures 1-7 of Ben Johnston’s String Quartet No. 5.
Johnston uses the neutral 3rd interval from the 11th undertone partial on scale
degree three that roughly falls between a minor 3rd and a major 3rd above the
tonic. This is fitting for the mysterious atmosphere created by the sul ponticello
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technique and the muted strings in all four parts. The second phrase of the quartet
uses fragments of the “Lonesome Valley” theme in mm. 11-13 in the first violin
(circled in Example 54 below) that further convey the transitional nature of this
phrase. The phrase also introduces a motive used in other transitional phrases. It
appears in mm. 9-10 in the first violin and mm. 14-15 of the viola as shown in the
circles in the score in Example 56 below. The “Lonesome Valley” fragments are
circled with a solid line while the transitional motive is circled with a dotted line.
m. 8

m. 11
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m. 15

Example 56. Measures 8-19 of Johnston’s String Quartet No. 5 with a fragment
of “Lonesome Valley” shown in a solid circle, and the transitional motive appears
with dotted circles.

Measures 77-91 opening the fourth section begin with a full presentation
of “Lonesome Valley” in the viola. The theme uses a slightly different tuning
area from the other pentatonic scales for the theme. It is not a just-tuned major
scale because of the A-, a 10:9 above G-. The A- forms the interval 5:4 above the
F- in the cello, which is likely the reason for its use in this section. The scale with
its Pythagorean fifths and fourths highlighted appears in Example 57.

Example 57. The pentatonic scale in the viola part in mm. 77-91.
The phrase in mm. 95-104 presents fragments of “Lonesome Valley” in
the two violins above a cello and viola drone that lasts through the full,
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transitional phrase. The tuning areas and drone pitches in this phrase also reflect
on successive Pythagorean fifths. The second violin is tuned to Bb-- otonal and
F- major while the first violin is tuned to C- major. These are the same three
pitches of the viola and cello drone.
The following phrase (mm. 104-115) is transitional, like the previous
phrase, but it features a mix of shorter fragments of “Lonesome Valley” and the
transitional motive. The melody is circled with solid lines while the motives are
circled with dotted lines in Example 58 below.
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C-o

G-o

G-o

D-o

C-o

Example 58. Measures 107-114 of Johnston’s String Quartet No. 5 with the
transitional motive marked by a dotted circle and the fragments of “Lonesome
Valley” marked by solid circles with the tuning areas labeled.

The theme in mm. 128-134 is agitated and follows the rise in intensity that
follows from the hyper-chromatic scale. This phrase uses an unsettling C- utonal
tuning area, and the cello plays the most obscure presentation of a pentatonic
scale of the first fragment of “Lonesome Valley” yet heard. The tonic of this
fragment (F-) is not the fundamental pitch of the tuning area. There is only one
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Pythagorean interval within this scale—the 5th (3:2) between the 1st and 4th scale
degrees. The scale is demonstrated in Example 59 below.

3:2

Example 59. The pentatonic scale in the cello part in mm. 128-134 with the
Pythagorean 5th outlined in the bracket.
The fourth full statement of the “Lonesome Valley” theme (in mm. 162170) presents one of the most unconventional pentatonic scales used. It does
contain a Pythagorean fifth and fourth, as do many of the others, but unlike the
others, these stable intervals do not involve the tonic pitch as seen below in
Example 60. The tonic itself (F↑-) is not the fundamental pitch of the phrase’s
tuning area. This results in a small minor 3rd between this pitch and A3b-, which
is the ratio 13:11 or 289 cents.

3:2

4:3
Example 60. The scale used for “Lonesome Valley” in the viola, mm. 162-170.
The 2nd half of the theme, in mm. 171-178, sees a change in tuning (to G- utonal)
and in tonic (F-). The tonic is again different from the generating fundamental
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pitch, but the Pythagorean fifth in this scale does involve the tonic, see Example
61.

3:2

4:3
Example 61. The scale used for “Lonesome Valley” in the viola, mm. 171-178.

3.2 Hyper-Chromatic Scale
The hyper-chromatic scale serves the purpose of intensifying the dynamics
and bringing the piece to a more lively state in its three presentations. The first
one, in mm. 23-31, begins with a perceptible change in tempo and builds from a
piano dynamic to a forte dynamic throughout. The hyper-chromatic scale is built
on a succession of rising pitches in Example 62 below. The tuning area in which
each pitch belongs is labeled above. These tuning areas may be important for the
performer in order to tune these crucial pitches of the ascending scale with the
fundamental pitch that appears in another instrument’s part throughout these
measures.
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C-

G-o

D-o

G-u

C-u

D-u

C-u

G-u

G-o

D- -o

F-o

C-o
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Ao

Bb- -o

G-o

Bb- - u

C-o

C-u

G-o

F-o

F-u

G-o

Bb- - o

Au

C-u

D-o

C-o

D-o

G-u

C-o Bb- - o

C-o

Example 62. Measures 23-33 of Johnston’s String Quartet No. 5 with the pitches
of the hyper-chromatic scale circled and labeled with the tuning area from which
each is derived.

The second occurrence of the hyper-chromatic scale, in mm. 116-125,
escalates the dynamics and tempo of the section. This phrase, however, begins
with a contrast in tempo and dynamics from the soft and pensive nature of the
phrases leading up to this point. Still, no feeling of arrival has occurred here.
This is likely the result of the neighboring motion in the cello’s presentation of the
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hyper-chromatic scale, in mm. 115-116 that overlaps between the phrases. The
upper neighbor notes C-C↑-C-D-C initiates the widening interval between the
ascending scalar pitches and the oblique C-. The pitches of this ascending scale
coincide with the mostly homophonic texture of the upper three parts, and phrase
continuity is brought out by the consonant intervals between fundamental pitches.
These relations are circled and labeled in Example 63.

C-u

Bb- - o
9:8

F-o

Bb- - o

3:2

C-o

3:2

D-o
9:8

Bb- - o/u
81:64
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9:8→

9:8→

C-u

G-u

Bb- - o

9:8

3:2

C-u

F-u

C-o
1:1

F-o
3:2
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3:2

G-u
9:8

9:8→

C-o Bb- - o
3:2
9:8 3:2→

F-o

C-o
3:2

Au
27:16

C-o
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D-o
3:2

9:8→

Example 63. Measures 115-128 of Johnston’s String Quartet No. 5 with the
tuning areas accompanying the hyper-chromatic scale (cello) circled and labeled.
The ratio of the fundamental pitches is labeled between each fundamental beneath
as signified by the hairpin.

The hyper-chromatic scale used in mm. 186-193 is unlike the other two
statements of it in that it is accompanied in a homophonic texture while the others
were polyphonic. The scale begins on a unison C- (middle C-) and transitions to
G- at m. 194. This serves as a dominant that is then followed by a descent to a Cotonal chord in m. 197.
3.3 Upper neighbor-note motive
The third recurring feature in this quartet is the upper neighbor-note motive. The
motive commonly has a role in the transitional sections by initiating the hyperchromatic scale and imitative polyphony. The first statement of the upper
neighbor-note motive is followed by a lower neighbor-note motive involving the
11th partial in m. 23. These six notes reappear in the canonic imitation in other
transitional sections later on in the work.
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The phrase in mm. 56-60 is almost entirely monophonic and is a variation
of the upper neighbor note motive introduced in the first violin at the beginning of
the hyper-chromatic scale in m. 23. The 11th partial that resembles the motive’s
initial presentation appears as a neighbor note in the cello and as an incomplete
neighbor note in the first violin in m. 60.
The second phrase of section 3 (mm. 61-73) features the 11th partial upper
neighbor note motive in canon. The first violin initiates the canon while the
second violin provides a countersubject. These two roles are found between the
viola and cello halfway through the following measures. The countersubject is in
the viola and is sounded above the cello in invertible counterpoint as seen in
Example 64 where the subject is circled with a solid line and the countersubject is
circled with a dotted line.
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Example 64. Measure 61-64 of Johnston’s String Quartet No. 5 with the subject
marked with a solid circle and the countersubject marked with a dotted circle.

The subject appears throughout in various parts up to m. 67. Measures 70-71
feature the cello playing the subject beginning on C- while the second violin
begins on G- and the first violin on D-. All parts begin on stacked Pythagorean
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5ths above the cello and played simultaneously. This phrase divides into two
parts; the first begins with the canon found in m. 61 and the 2nd part begins with
the cello initiating the canon. The canon lasts for three measures in both cases
while the remaining measures of each half embellish the upper-neighbor-note
motive. The cello’s pizzicato notes stand out in the texture of the first half with
consistent 8th notes against the 16th notes of the canon. The cello part has
fragments of “Lonesome Valley” though never more than six successive notes of
the melody are presented. The cello drops out at beat 3 of m. 151 and the two
violins imitate each other using successive, melodic Pythagorean fourths. The
cello begins with the first half of the first violin’s statement of the canon from m.
144 transposed down a 4:3 interval and then concludes it with the 2nd half being
transposed down at the interval of 3:2. The viola states an exact duplicate of the
first violin starting at beat 3 of m. 155. The strict canon ends in m. 156 and gives
way to the first fragment of the canon but with use of a lower neighbor note using
the 7th partial followed by an upper neighbor note with the inverted 7th partial—
the opposite contour of the figure that starts the canon. The comparison of these
figures appears in Example 65 where the motives are circled with a solid line for
those representing the canon’s statements and a dotted line for those of the 7th
partial.
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Example 65. Measures 154-157 of Johnston’s String Quartet No. 5 with the 11th partial neighbor note motive circled with solid lines and the 7th –partial neighbor
note motive circled with dotted lines. The inversion of each motive often follows
each circled presentation.
The 7th-partial neighbor note motive is imitated between parts in mm. 157-158 as
the 11th-partial neighbor note motive resumes for the conclusion of the phrase in
m. 161.
3.4 Pythagorean Fifths
The Pythagorean fifth plays an important role in the form and tuning
relations between fundamental pitches in this piece. First, the central pitch of
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many major sections in the quartet is C-. Other phrases’ central pitches are
related by Pythagorean fifths and, when stacked successively, are F-, C-, G- and
D-. Further relations of the interval appear between relations of the tonics of
thematic sections with their central tuning areas, between the starting pitches of
instruments in contrapuntal sections, and between the fundamental pitches used in
transitional sections.
The tuning areas and important pitches of the first phrase (mm. 1-8)
highlight the importance of the Pythagorean fifth. The tonic in the first violin (F-)
is a 5th below the lowest note of the cello’s successively-stacked Pythagorean
fifths (starting on C-). This C- is a 5th below the fundamentals of the tuning areas
of G- utonal and D- utonal used in these measures. The collection of fundamental
pitches in the first presentation of the hyper-chromatic scale is defined by stacked
Pythagorean fifths (see Example 66). The only fundamental outside of this
paradigm is the D otonal, which generates only one pitch in mm. 23-31.

Example 66. Fundamental pitches for the hyper-chromatic scale in mm. 23-31
with the Pythagorean 5ths labeled.

Johnston makes use of the Pythagorean fifth as an important reference
interval in the first full thematic statement too. The cello drones on F- and C-.
The two violins use these as fundamental pitches also. The viola’s tonic (G-) is a
Pythagorean fifth above C-, which results in a succession of 5ths from F- to C- to
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G-. This phrase ends with an elision to a four-measure transition to the next
phrase.
The importance of the Pythagorean fifth appears in mm. 95-116 as the
fundamental pitches to the antiphonal “Lonesome Valley” theme and the
transitional motive. They are arranged as C- otonal, G- otonal, and D- otonal.
This phrase begins and ends in the same fundamental of C- otonal. It follows a
phrase that went from F- to C- otonal and sets up the next phrase, which features
the hyper-chromatic scale that begins on C- in every occurrence in the quartet.
The relation of fundamentals in the following phrase, mm. 116-127, is a
continued stacking of Pythagorean fifths. All of the intervals between tuning
areas are consonant except for the large major third between D- otonal and Bb-otonal/utonal in m. 119. It is the interval 81:64 (408 cents), but it is the result of
consecutive Pythagorean 5ths between the fundamentals.90 These fundamentals
are displayed with the 3:2 intervals between them in Example 67 below.

3:2

3:2

3:2

3:2

3:2

Example 67. The fundamental pitches used in the phrase from mm. 116-127.

The phrase in mm. 135-140 consists of five different tuning areas. The
Pythagorean fifth appears between three of the tuning areas as shown in Example
68. The last pitches are separated from the first three by the just-tuned major 3rd
(5:4) as seen in Example 68.
90

This type of 3rd at 408 cents is also known as the Pythagorean 3rd due to its derivation by
stacked Pythagorean 5ths.
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Example 68. Fundamentals for the tuning areas used in mm. 135-140.

It is further remarkable that the set of two tuning areas are utonal while the set of
three is otonal. This mixture of tuning areas, especially those involving utonal
and otonal ones simultaneously, creates a tense harmonic progression as few
overlapping partials to any single fundamental pitch are presented. This is a
dissonant section even though the full theme is presented, but with many melodic
pitches also from various tuning areas instead of one. The “Lonesome Valley”
theme in the first violin centers around F- and is primarily tuned to F- utonal and
C- otonal with parts belonging to Db-- otonal. F- is a common tone to all of the
tuning areas that the melody has a part of, and the pitch serves as a stable melodic
point as a result. There is much overlap between these tuning areas in the score as
shown by Example 69. The tuning areas are circled with their unique borders.
The three tuning areas in the first violin contain two important common tones
(Db-- and F-).
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m. 136

Db--o

Db--o

Gb--o

Gb--o

F-u

Cb--o
Db--o

m. 138

Cb--o

C-u

Db--o
C-u

C-u
F-o

m. 140

Gb--o

Db--o

C-u

C-o

D-u

E-u

Example 69. Measures 136-141 in String Quartet No. 5 with the tuning areas
circled and labeled with different circles.
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Example 70 shows the phrase in mm. 177-185 with the tuning areas circled using
solid lines and labeled, the transitional motive circled with dotted lines, and the
intervals between fundamentals are labeled underneath the score.

G-u

C-o
3:2

G-u

C-o
D-u
G-o
Au
3:2
9:8
3:2
9:8
___________3:2_________
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3:2

D-o
32:27→

F-o

C-u
3:2

Ab-o
5:4

Example 70. Measures 177-185 of Johnston’s String Quartet No. 5 with the
tuning areas circled using solid lines and labeled, the transitional motive circled
with dotted lines, and the interval between fundamentals labeled below.
All of the intervals between tuning areas’ fundamentals pitches are consonant
except for the 32:27 minor 3rd between D- otonal and F- otonal and the 9:8. This
phrase features the Pythagorean fifth interval between the collection of
fundamentals within, and explains the result of the 32:27 between tuning areas.
The only tuning area whose fundamental is not related as part of a succession of
Pythagorean fifths is the Ab- otonal tuning area at the end of the phrase that
serves as a deceptive cadence. The arrangement of fundamental tuning pitches
appears below in Example 71.
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Example 71. The fundamental pitches used in mm. 178-185 with the Pythagorean
5ths and just-tuned major third shown.

The form of String Quartet No. 5 consists of large sections that contain
different properties and functions. Though much of the piece is developmental
and modulates between tuning areas frequently, in addition to the three central,
unifying elements listed earlier there is an underlying unity in the use of the
Pythagorean fifth interval in the relations between fundamental pitches within
phrases, within intervals of the pentatonic scales in thematic sections, and in the
pitch centricity of the larger sections.
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CHAPTER 4
CONCLUSION
This dissertation introduces a measurement of consonance and dissonance
in harmonies and voice leading in extended just intonation. It builds on areas of
research in Johnston’s music and theories of microtonal music and addresses
these theories in the analysis of a particularly important quartet. In contrast to
writings that only touch on aspects of form and identification of tuning areas, this
dissertation introduces new techniques of developing an analysis of harmonic
progressions and a system of measurement for consonant and dissonant sonorities.
It further incorporates superparticular ratios into a theory of voice leading
to explain the smooth transitions between tuning areas. This new method
advances theories that have come from antiquity. James Tenney continued these
thoughts in his own writings on “free style” part writing, which emphasized the
importance of smooth voice leading using the small intervals. Theories on voice
leading have explicated that the preferred intervals between tuning areas’
fundamentals have consisted of 1) greater numbers of superparticular ratios and 2)
smaller numbers among the sum of pitch departures between closest pitches in
two tuning areas. This theory serves to verify the transitions between tuning areas
with a consonant interval relation between fundamental pitches, though the
analysis chapter of this dissertation uses it as a model to show smooth voice
leading between sonorities involved in cadences. A more in-depth study of
superparticular ratios shows the continuity between successive sonorities in a
given phrase. The smoothest transition between two melodic pitches is the
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common tone 1:1, these are circled in the following examples. The second
smoothest transition is by melodic superparticular intervals that appear in boxes.
Motion by leaps or steps that are not superparticular ratios follow the two
previous categories of voice leading. 77:72, between C↑- and BL- in the
following example, is stepwise but is not a superparticular ratio. This final
category of melodic interval allows for less smooth voice leading than common
tones or superparticular ratios. The following example (Example 72)
demonstrates this voice leading between every moving part between sonorities in
mm. 179-185, which is a phrase that connects a full statement of “Lonesome
Valley” with the final statement of the hyper-chromatic scale. The cello drones
on two pitches until m. 182, b. 1, so it is omitted from the first measures of this
example. The ratios for the pitches in this example assume C as the ratio 1:1.

Violin 1

Violin 2

Viola

m. 179, b. 1

m. 179, b.3

Ab(128:81)

A3b(130:81)

+65:64

Eb(32:27)

E(100:81)

+25:24

Eb(32:27)

D(10:9)

-16:15

Bt(640:351)

C(160:81)

+13:12

G-u

G-u/C-o
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m. 179, b. 3
Violin 1

Violin 2

Viola

A3b(130:81)

Ab(128:81)

-65:64

C(100:81)

Eb(32:27)

-25:24

D(10:9)

Bt(640:351)

-39:32

C(160:81)

Bt(640:351)

-13:12

G-u/C-o

Violin 1

Violin 2

Viola

m. 180, b. 1

G-u

m. 180, b. 1

m. 180, b. 3

Ab(128:81)

A3b(130:81)

+65:64

Eb(32:27)

E(100:81)

+25:24

Bt- C- AbA3b(640:351)
(128:81) (130:81)

+65:64

Bt(640:351)

+13:12

G-u

C(160:81)
G-u/C-o
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m. 180, b. 3
Violin 1

Violin 2

Viola

A3b(130:81)

Ab(128:81)

-65:64

E(100:81)

Eb(32:27)

-25:24

A3b(130:81)

G(40:27)

-13:12

C(160:81)

Bt(640:351)

-13:12

G-u/C-o

Violin 1

Violin 2

Viola

m. 181, b.1

G-u

m. 181, b. 1

m. 181, b. 3

Ab(128:81)

A3b(130:81)

+65:64

Eb(32:27)

E(100:81)

+25:24

G(40:27)

E(100:81)

-6:5

Bt(640:351)

C(160:81)

+13:12

G-u

G-u/C-o
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Violin 1

Violin 2

Viola

Violin 1

Violin 2

Viola

Cello

m. 181, b. 3

m. 182, b. 1

A3b(130:81)

A↓
(160:99)

+144:143

E(100:81)

EL(80:63)

+36:35

EF↑(100:81) (110:81)

D(10:9)

+18:11

C(160:81)

Bb(16:9)

-10:9

G-u/C-o

D-u

m. 182, b. 1

m. 182, b. 3

A↓
(160:99)

A
(5:3)

+33:32

EL(80:63)

F7
(35:27)

+49:48

D(10:9)

C↑(55:54)

-12:11

Bb(16:9)

B(50:27)

+25:24

G(40:27)

G(40:27)

1:1

C(160:81)

D(10:9)

+9:8

D-u

G-o
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Violin 1

Violin 2

Viola

Cello

Violin 1

Violin 2

Viola

Cello

m. 182, b. 3

m. 183, b. 1

A
(5:3)

A
(5:3)

1:1

F7
(35:27)

F
(4:3)

-36:35

C↑(55:54)

BL(40:21)

+77:72

B(50:27)

BL(40:21)

+36:35

G(40:27)

G(40:27)

1:1

D(10:9)

D(10:9)

1:1

G-o

Au

m. 183, b. 1

m. 183, b. 3

A
(5:3)

A
(5:3)

1:1

F
(4:3)

F#
(25:18)

+25:24

BL- Ct#- B(40:21)
(50:27)

C7
(35:18)

+21:20

BL(40:21)

C7
(35:18)

+49:48

G(40:27)

G↑(55:36)

+33:32

D(10:9)

D(10:9)

1:1

Au

D-o
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Violin 1

Violin 2

Viola

Cello

m. 183, b. 3

m. 184, b. 1

A
(5:3)

A
(5:3)

1:1

F#
(25:18)

F
(4:3)

-25:24

C7
(35:18)

C7
(35:18)

1:1

C7
(35:18)

D(10:9)

+8:7

G↑(55:36)

G(40:27)

-33:32

D(10:9)

D(10:9)

1:1

D-o

Violin 1

Violin 2

Viola

Cello

D-o

m. 184, b. 1

m. 184, b. 3

A
(5:3)

A
(5:3)

1:1

F
(4:3)

F(320:243)

-160:81

E
(5:4)

-4:3

C7 C
(35:18)

A
(5:3)

D(10:9)

E7b(280:243)

+28:27

G(40:27)

G(40:27)

1:1

D(10:9)

C(160:81)

-9:8

D-o

F-o
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Violin 1

Violin 2

Viola

Cello

m. 184, b. 3

m. 185, b. 1

A
(5:3)

Ab(128:81)

-135:128

F(320:243)

B↑b-(440:243)

-16:11

E D- E7b(5:4) (280:243)

DL(8:7)

-245:243

E7b(280:243)

DL(8:7)

-245:243

G(40:27)

F(320:243)

-9:8

C(160:81)

C(160:81)

1:1

F-o

C-u
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Violin 1

m. 185, b. 1

m. 185, b. 3

Ab(128:81)

Ab(128:81)

1:1

B↑b-(440:243)

Bb(16:9)

-55:54

Violin 2

DLEtC(8:7) (1,280:1,053) (160:81)

-16:13

DL(8:7)

Eb(32:27)

+28:27

F(320:243)

G7b(112:81)

+21:20

C(160:81)

C(160:81)

1:1

Viola

Cello

C-u

Ab-o

Example 72. Superparticular voice leading diagrams for mm. 179-185 of Ben
Johnston’s String Quartet No. 5. With the superparticular ratios in boxes, and the
common tones circled.

Analysis of the following phrase (mm. 186-193) appears in Example 73. The
voice leading with the fewest superparticular ratios or common tones occurs
between m. 186, beats 3 and 4. The interval between the tuning areas of G-o and
Db--o (135:96) is seldom used in this quartet. Superparticular ratios abound in
the following transition between the sonorities in m. 186, b. 4 and m. 187, b. 1.
The interval between the fundamental pitches is the same as the one leading in to
m. 186, b. 4, but the downbeat of m. 187 features a utonal tuning area and a
different collection of pitches.
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m. 186, b. 2
Violin 1

Violin 2

Viola

Cello

C(160:81)

C↑(55:54)

+33:32

C(160:81)

B(50:27)

-16:15

C(160:81)

G(40:27)

-4:3

C(160:81)

A
(5:3)

-32:27

C-

G-o

m. 186, b. 3
Violin 1

Violin 2

Viola

Cello

m. 186, b. 3

m. 186, b. 4

C↑
(55:54)

Db-(256:243)

+512:495

B(50:27)

Ab(128:81)

-75:64

G(40:27)

F(320:243)

+9:8

A
(5:3)

C(160:81)

+32:27

G-o

Db- -o
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Violin 1

Violin 2

Viola

Cello

Violin 1

Violin 2

Viola

Cello

m. 186, b. 4

m. 187, b. 1

Db-(256:243)

D↓(320:297)

+45:44

Ab(128:81)

AL(320:189)

+15:14

F(320:243)

G(40:27)

+9:8

C(160:81)

C(160:81)

1:1

Db- -o

G-u

m. 187, b. 1

m. 187, b. 2

D↓(320:297)

D(10:9)

+33:32

AL(320:189)

B(50:27)

+35:32

G(40:27)

G(40:27)

1:1

C(160:81)

C↑(55:54)

+33:32

G-u

G-o
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Violin 1

Violin 2

Viola

Cello

m. 187, b. 2

m. 187, b.3

D(10:9)

DL-(640:567)

+64:63

B(50:27)

Ab(128:81)

-75:64

G(40:27)

F(320:243)

+9:8

C↑(55:54)

C(160:81)

-33:32

G-o

Violin 1

Violin 2

Viola

Cello

C-u

m. 187, b. 3

m. 187, b. 4

DL-(640:567)

E7b(280:243)

+49:48

Ab(128:81)

G(40:27)

-16:15

F(320:243)

F(320:243)

1:1

C(160:81)

C(160:81)

1:1

C-u

F-o
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Violin 1

Violin 2

Viola

Cello

Violin 1

Violin 2

Viola

Cello

m. 187, b. 4

m. 188, b. 1

E7b(280:243)

Eb(32:27)

+36:35

G(40:27)

Ab(128:81)

+16:15

F(320:243)

G7b(112:81)

+21:20

C(160:81)

C(160:81)

1:1

F-o

Ab-o

m. 188, b. 1

m. 188, b. 2

Eb(32:27)

E↑b-(880:729)

+55:54

Ab(128:81)

Bb-(1,280:729)

+10:9

G7b(112:81)

A7b(1,120:729)

+10:9

C(160:81)

C(160:81)

1:1

Ab-o

Bb- -o
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Violin 1

Violin 2

Viola

Cello

m. 188, b. 2

m. 188, b. 3

E↑b-(880:729)

E(100:81)

+45:44

Bb-(1,280:729)

D(10:9)

+81:64

A7b(1,120:729)

B7b(140:81)

+9:8

C(160:81)

G(40:27)

-4:3

Bb- -o

Violin 1

Violin 2

Viola

Cello

C-o

m. 188, b. 3

m. 188, b. 4

E(100:81)

EL(80:63)

+36:35

D(10:9)

D(10:9)

1:1

B7b(140:81)

Bb(16:9)

+36:35

G(40:27)

G(40:27)

1:1

C-o

D-u
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Violin 1

Violin 2

Viola

Cello

m. 188, b. 4

m. 189, b. 1

EL(80:63)

F7
(35:27)

+49:48

D(10:9)

D(10:9)

1:1

Bb(16:9)

G(40:27)

-6:5

G(40:27)

A
(5:3)

+9:8

D-u

G-o

m. 189, b. 1
Violin 1

Violin 2

Viola

Cello

m. 189, b. 2

F7
(35:27)

F(320:243)

+64:63

D(10:9)

DL-(640:567)

+64:63

G(40:27)

C(160:81)

+4:3

A
(5:3)

Ab(128:81)

-135:128

G-o

C-u
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Violin 1

Violin 2

Viola

Cello

m. 189, b. 2

m. 189, b. 3

F(320:243)

F↑(110:81)

+33:32

DL-(640:567)

D(10:9)

-64:63

C(160:81)

B7b(140:81)

-8:7

Ab(128:81)

G(40:27)

-16:15

C-u

C-o

m. 189, b. 3
Violin 1

Violin 2

Viola

Cello

m. 189, b. 4

F↑(110:81)

F#
(25:18)

+45:44

D(10:9)

D(10:9)

1:1

B7b(140:81)

C7
(35:18)

+9:8

G(40:27)

G↑(55:36)

+33:32

C-o

D-o
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m. 189, b. 4
Violin 1

Violin 2

Viola

Cello

F#
(25:18)

G↓(1,280:891)

+512:495

D(10:9)

DL-(640:567)

+64:63

C7
(35:18)

C(160:81)

+64:63

G↑(55:36)

Ab(128:81)

+512:495

D-o

C-u

m. 190, b. 1
Violin 1

Violin 2

Viola

Cello

m. 190, b. 1

m. 190, b. 2

G↓(1,280:891)

G(40:27)

+33:32

DL-(640:567)

Eb(32:27)

+21:20

C(160:81)

C(160:81)

1:1

Ab(128:81)

AL(320:189)

+15:14

C-u

G-u
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m. 190, b. 2
Violin 1

Violin 2

Viola

Cello

G(40:27)

G↑(55:36)

+33:32

Eb(32:27)

E
(5:4)

+135:128

C(160:81)

C7
(35:18)

-64:63

AL(320:189)

A
(5:3)

-64:63

G-u

D-o

m. 190, b. 3
Violin 1

Violin 2

Viola

Cello

m. 190, b. 3

m. 190, b. 4

G↑(55:36)

A7b(1,120:729)

+896:891

E
(5:4)

F(320:243)

+256:243

C7
(35:18)

C(160:81)

+64:63

A
(5:3)

Bb-(1,280:729)

+256:243

D-o

Bb- -o
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Violin 1

Violin 2

Viola

Cello

Violin 1

Violin 2

Viola

Cello

m. 190, b. 4

m. 191, b. 1

A7b(1,120:729)

A3b(130:81)

+117:112

F(320:243)

E(100:81)

+16:15

C(160:81)

C(160:81)

1:1

Bb-(1,280:729)

B7b(140:81)

-64:63

Bb- -o

C-o

m. 191, b. 1

m. 191, b. 2

A3b(130:81)

A↑b(44:27)

+66:65

E(100:81)

Eb(32:27)

-25:24

C(160:81)

D7b(28:27)

+21:20

B7b(140:81)

G(40:27)

-7:6

C-o

Eb-o
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m. 191, b. 2
Violin 1

Violin 2

Viola

Cello

A↑b(44:27)

A(400:243)

+100:99

Eb(32:27)

E7b(280:243)

-36:35

D7b(28:27)

C(160:81)

-21:20

G(40:27)

G(40:27)

1:1

Eb-o

F-o

m. 191, b. 3
Violin 1

Violin 2

Viola

Cello

m. 191, b. 3

m. 191, b. 4

A(400:243)

A
(5:3)

-81:80

E7b(280:243)

F7
(35:27)

+9:8

C(160:81)

D(10:9)

+9:8

G(40:27)

G(40:27)

1:1

F-o

G-o
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Violin 1

Violin 2

Viola

Cello

Violin 1

Violin 2

Viola

Cello

m. 191, b. 4

m. 192, b. 1

A
(5:3)

AL(320:189)

+64:63

F7
(35:27)

G(40:27)

+8:7

D(10:9)

Eb(32:27)

+16:15

G(40:27)

F(320:243)

-9:8

G-o

G-u

m. 192, b. 1

m. 192, b. 2

AL(320:189)

B7b(140:81)

+49:48

G(40:27)

G(40:27)

1:1

Eb(32:27)

E(100:81)

+25:24

F(320:243)

F↑(110:81)

+33:32

G-u

C-o
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m. 192, b. 2
Violin 1

Violin 2

Viola

Cello

B7b(140:81)

Bb(16:9)

+36:35

G(40:27)

G(40:27)

1:1

E(100:81)

Eb(32:27)

-25:24

F↑(110:81)

F
(4:3)

-55:54

C-o

Eb-o

m. 192, b. 3
Violin 1

Violin 2

Viola

Cello

m. 192, b. 3

m. 192, b. 4

Bb(16:9)

B↑b-(440:243)

+55:54

G(40:27)

G(40:27)

1:1

Eb(32:27)

E7b(280:243)

-36:35

F
(4:3)

F(320:243)

-81:80

Eb-o

F-o
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m. 192, b. 4
Violin 1

Violin 2

Viola

Cello

Violin 1

Violin 2

Viola

Cello

m. 193, b. 1

B↑b-(440:243)

B(50:27)

+45:44

G(40:27)

G(40:27)

1:1

E7b(280:243)

E3b(65:54)

+117:112

F(320:243)

F7
(35:27)

-64:63

F-o

G-o

m. 193, b. 1

m. 193, b. 2

B(50:27)

Bt(640:351)

-65:64

G(40:27)

G(40:27)

1:1

E3b(65:54)

Eb(32:27)

-65:64

F7
(35:27)

F(320:243)

+64:63

G-o

G-u
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m. 193, b. 2
Violin 1

Violin 2

Viola

Cello

Bt(640:351)

BL(40:27)

-117:96

G(40:27)

A
(5:3)

+9:8

Eb(32:27)

D(10:9)

-16:15

F(320:243)

F(320:243)

G-u

Violin 2

Viola

Cello

1:1

Au

m. 193, b. 3
Violin 1

m. 193, b. 3

m. 193, b. 4

BL(40:21)

C7
(35:18)

+49:48

A
(5:3)

G↑(55:36)

-12:11

D(10:9)

D(10:9)

1:1

F(320:243)

F#
(25:18)

+135:128

Au

D-o

Example 73. Superparticular voice leading diagrams for mm. 186-193 of Ben
Johnston’s String Quartet No. 5. With the superparticular ratios in boxes, and the
common tones circled.

The survey of common intervals between tuning areas revealed that the
most frequently found intervals were those that were also used in standard
modulations and chord progressions in tonal music too. The previous discourse
of superparticular voice leading and the observations of beats in harmonic
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intervals proposed by Partch and Helmholtz confirm these findings, except for the
fact that the second-most common interval of modulation between tuning areas in
Johnston’s String Quartet No. 5 is the major second (9:8). These intervals,
especially the Pythagorean fifth, were not only important in the transitions
between adjacent tuning areas, but they were also the intervals between the
inventory of fundamental pitches within single phrases when those fundamentals
were arranged in an order of continuous stackings. The Pythagorean fifth was
also the primary interval between central pitches of entire phrases and sections of
the larger work.
The analysis within this dissertation has presented a new approach on
research of consonance and dissonance, voice leading, and form analysis of
Johnston’s music and on microtonality that has not yet been applied. The
application of these older theories may have certain flaws. As previously noted,
Helhmoltz has been a controversial figure in music theory since the introduction
of his work. According to Burdette Green and David Butler, Helmholtz does not
take into account (or dismisses) the possibility of consonances of a minor chord.
This dissertation also does not fully justify consonances within utonal sonorities
in that they often do not generate the fundamental in its differential tones.
Harrison also claims that the theory proposed by Helmholtz could be
flawed by a lack of account for octave equivalents. In a similar way, some
sonorities seen in Johnston’s work create dissonant differential tones through
added octaves that may serve as reinforcements to intensify the sonority. An
example would be a chord containing a low C-2 in the cello with a high C-6 in the
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first violin. While this quadruple octave is a consonant interval, the differential
tone for the interval, expressed as the ratio 16:1, would be 15. This would be a
minor second below the upper generating tone. Additional voices add to the
complexity. The chord on the downbeat of m. 86 from the fourth movement of
String Quartet No. 8, an important sectional division of the movement, is a
consonant triad built on C-. However, the differential tones present a dissonant
cluster containing F↑-, G-, A3b-, and B7b- within a span of a fourth. The
collection of differential tones would be a C- major triad without the doubled C-6
in the first violin. The result would be the differential tones in Example 74,
below, without any pitches above and including C-5.

Example 74. Differential tones from m. 86, b. 1 of String Quartet No. 8.

A similar problem is encountered in the final sonority of String Quartet No. 8.
Many higher, prime-numbered partials appear in its differential tones due to the
large gap between the upper parts and the cello’s low C-2. All of the differential
tones do reinforce the C-, E-, and B-, but they also include the seventeenth,
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nineteenth, and twenty-ninth prime-numbered partials. Example 75 shows the
differential tones for this sonority.

Example 75. Differential tones for m. 104 from movement 4 of Johnston’s String
Quartet No. 8. The lines are not drawn between all pairs of pitches in this
example due to congestion.

A further issue of the differential tone application is that utonal sonorities seldom
produce consonant differential tones. This is a similar issue posed by critics of
Helmholtz’s theories. The utonal sonorities have a minor quality according to
Partch and are the result of an inverted numerary nexus in the same way that a
minor triad possesses intervallic properties of the inverted major triad.91 The
usage of the utonal sonorities as conclusions to transitional and unsettled phrases
and periods in Johnston’s String Quartet No. 5 is fitting for this theory. One must
wonder if Johnston intended using utonal collections in this context or if the
properties of these sonorities yield this result.
91

The numerary nexus is a term used by Partch in describing the placement of pitch identities in
fractions. Utonal fractions have an exponent of two in the numerator and the odd-numbered
partial in the denominator. Harry Partch, Genesis of a Music, 2nd ed. (New York: Da Capo Press,
1974), 72.
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One final critique of the theories presented in this dissertation is that the
discourse of consonant and dissonant harmonic intervals from Partch’s and
Helmholtz’s work explain the consonant intervals between tuning areas in
Johnston’s piece, but they fail to justify the use of the dissonant 9:8, which is the
second-most common interval between modulations. Perhaps this discussion is
ameliorated by the majority of possible melodic seconds between tuning areas of
the 9:8 interval. Additionally, the dissertation claims that common intervals
between fundamental pitches (namely the Pythagorean fifth and the major third)
are also common intervals of modulation in common-practice period music. The
9:8 is not a usual interval of modulation, though root motion by seconds between
two chords is frequent in the common-practice period if one uses the argument
that Johnston’s tuning areas are akin to harmonic progressions.
This dissertation has expanded sonic theories of tuning primarily to a
single, contemporary composition. Areas of further research would entail
applying these theories to other compositions by Johnston and other microtonal
composers, including Johnston’s mentor Harry Partch, Lou Harrison, James
Tenney, and Johnston’s student Kyle Gann to name some of the more prominent
composers. Pieces that demonstrate clear sections and pitch centricity (as is the
case with Johnston’s most recent output) would be most beneficial for the
application of these theories given the relation of these ideas to form and tuning
areas. Another avenue to pursue is the application of Oettingen’s phonic theories
of minor sonorities, in which pitches of a minor triad share a common partial,
with Johnston’s utonal sonorities. Identifying the generating fundamental pitch
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for the utonal sonorities may not differ from a single common partial as the
pitches are formed from the inverted overtone series. There may be a system of
finding a common partial between all combinations of pairs of pitches in a
sonority. This may result in a consonant collection of phonic pitches. Oettingen
does number the partial for each sounding pitch and its phonic pitch. Perhaps a
measurement of consonance and dissonance of utonal sonorities could involve an
analysis of these numbers.
Johnston’s string quartets exhibit a range in styles that have applied just
intonation to compositional techniques. His earlier quartets were mostly serial
while his later works assumed a more traditional approach to harmony,
modulation, and form design. This dissertation adds to the growing theoretical
work in Johnston’s music. It adds to the harmonic and form analysis with the
emphasis being on the measurement of consonance and dissonance particularly at
key points in this single piece’s sectional and phrase divisions. Application and
relevance of these theories to other works is an endeavor for further research in an
exemplary collection of microtonal works. The quartets are a prime area of study
in developing theories of just intonation, an area that Johnston himself expanded
on from his previous influences and in which he has influenced younger
composers.
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Glossary of Commonly-used Terms
Cadence—The closure of a phrase; the harmonic goal point of a musical
progression
Cent—1:100 an equal division of a half step. There are 1200 cents in an octave.
Combinational tone—Tones that sound from two or more other generating
tones. These consist of differential tones and summation tones.
Comma (Pythagorean)—The difference between twelve successively-tuned
Pythagorean fifths and seven octaves at 531,441:524,288, or approximately 24
cents
Comma (syntonic)—The amount by which a large major second (9:8) exceeds a
small major second (10:9)—the ratio 81:80
Differential tones—Or “difference tones,” they are the lower-sounding pitches
from any multiple, simultaneously sounding pitches
Equal temperament—A tuning system that divides an interval (usually an
octave) into equal divisions (usually twelve)
Extended Just Intonation—A tuning system that goes beyond the fifth partial
from the overtone series in generating pitches
Fundamental—Any sounding pitch that generates the partials of an overtone
series
Hexachord—A collection of six pitches
Hyper-chromatic scale—A scale consisting of more than twelve pitches to an
octave
Interval—The distance between two pitches. This is measured by ratios in just
intonation or by counting lines and spaces on a staff in referring to a single,
numerical value.
Just Intonation—A tuning system that uses whole-numbered ratios, the numbers
of which being partials, in expressing pitches and intervals
Limit—The highest prime-numbered partial of the overtone series used to
generate pitch material in a given piece
Microtonal—Relating to any tuning system that employs pitches found between
pitches of the twelve-tone equal-tempered tuning system
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Otonal—A collection of pitches related to the overtone series above a
fundamental pitch.
Overtone series—A series of vibrations higher in frequency above a sounding
fundamental
Partial—Any numbered pitch of the overtone series, the first partial is the
generating fundamental, while successive partials are numbered consecutively
Pentatonic—A scale consisting of five pitches
Phonic relationship—Pitches that share a common partial
Pythagorean fifth—The interval 3:2 at 702 cents
Pythagorean fourth—The interval 4:3 at 498 cents
Pythagorean tuning—Any system of tuning that derives from successively
stacked Pythagorean fifths (3:2)
Sonority—A series of simultaneously sounding pitches
Superparticular—A ratio with an antecedent that exceeds its consequent by a
value of one
Tetraktys—A Pythagorean diagram consisting of a top row of one dot, a second
row of two dots, a third row of three dots, and a bottom row of four dots. The
dots are staggered and form a triangular design.
Tonic relationship—Pitches that share a common fundamental pitch and,
therefore, belong to the same overtone series
Tuning area—Or “harmonic area,” a group of pitches that share a common
fundamental whether otonal or utonal
Undertone series—The overtone series inverted below the generating
fundamental pitch
Utonal—A collection of pitches related to the overtone series inverted below a
fundamental pitch
Verticality—see “Sonority”
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